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Aaron (biblical figure), 29, 358–360
Aaronic priesthood, 69n147, 358–360
Abel (biblical figure), 23, 30, 170
Abolitionism and slavery, 130n736, 306n143, 354.

Adam (biblical figure), 58, 58n354, 65, 65n390, 334, 356, 362n102, 370n113
An Abstract, from a Manuscript Entitled The Peace Maker (Jacob, 1842), 246–250
Adams, Caroline Youngs: id., 532; as church member, 320; divorce, G. J. Adams’s desire for, 322n237; drunkenness, G. J. Adams’s claims of, 322n237; handwriting of, 320; healing performed for, 322n237, 471n692; illness of, 322, 322n237, 471, 471n692; mentioned in letter of G. J. Adams to JS and ES, 471; in New York City, 144; raising child of husband’s adulterous affair, 321

Letter: to ES and JS on suspected adultery of husband, 320–326, 412n372, 469–470, 471n688, 471n692
Adams, George Oscar (illegitimate child of G. J. Adams and M. Connor), 321, 324–325, 324n244, 412n372, 469–470
Adams, George Washington Joshua: id., 532; Boylston Hall, Boston, preaching in, 472n694, 473 (illus.); church discipline of, xxvi, 322; M. Connor identified as plural wife of, 321n23; debate in Boston with G. West, 18; deed to be forwarded to J. Bernhisel by, 72, 72n431; divorce, desire for, 322n237; drunkenness, accusing wife of, 322n237; handwriting of, 143, 468; O. Hyde and, 471, 474, 474n701; image of, 473 (illus.); H. C. Kimball and, 144, 471, 474, 474n701; merchant tailor business of, 322, 322n239; Philadelphia branch, problems in, 437–439, 442; proselytizing efforts, 144, 146–147, 469, 471–474, 471n693; Russia, appointed on mission to, 470n681; visiting JS at home of E. Hunter, 70

Adultery: asking JS to publish statement in Times and Seasons supporting his character, 470. 470n681; called back to Nauvoo due to, 412–413, 413n378, 470; child of adulterous affair, 321, 324–325, 324n244, 412n372, 469–470; confession of indiscretion, xxvi, 144–148, 412n372, 469, 471n687; letter of wife to JS and ES on suspicions of, 320–326, 412n372, 469–470, 471n688, 471n692; rebutting additional/new rumors of, 469–474
Letters: to JS and ES, 468–474; to JS with D. Rogers, 143–148, 152n844, 471n687
Adams, James: id., 532; and extradition efforts against JS, xxii, 277, 308–309, 308n156; handwriting of, 285; image of, 281 (illus.)

Letter: to JS, 280, 285–287
Adams, James Marvin: id., 532–533; handwriting of, 224; tithing donations, 228

Letter: to JS, 224–229

Adams, John (president of U.S.), 95n553


Adultery. See Sexual misconduct

Advocate (Columbus, Ill., newspaper), 156–157, 157n859

Aesop’s fables, 462n638

Affidavits: of L. Boggs against JS, 46n284, 93, 93n544, 309n165, 314; of church members against J. C. Bennett, 171n929; of A. Davis stating JS was prejudiced against him, 255, 259–261; of J. Holmes, on patriarchal blessing book, 395–397; of JS stating alibi for assassination attempt on L. Boggs, 278, 312–315

Agriculture: donations of livestock and produce to Nauvoo temple building project, 127, 142; farm (JS’s), Hancock Co., Ill., 300n120, 346, 507 (id.); plentiful harvest, millennial significance of, 131

Agrippa, Paul’s reply to, 76

Albert (prince consort), copy of Book of Mormon presented to, 136, 138, 138n771, 139 (illus.)

Alcohol and alcoholism: G. J. Adams accusing C. Adams of drunkenness, 322n237; J. C. Bennett advocating temperance, 251n307; church and national temperance movement, 251, 251n307; church dietary code condemning use of wine and strong drink, 251; grog shop, nuisance ordinance applied to, 381n194; Nauvoo city temperance ordinance, 251n307, 253, 253n166; Newberry, Pa., “Nauvoo Temperance Society” in, 251–252; W. Richards on forming temperance society, 251n307; temperance organizations in U.S., 251

Alexander the coppersmith (biblical figure), 32, 32n108

Alias writs, 309, 310n172

Allen, Charles, 341n120

Alleys and streets, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 380–382, 382n197

Allred, James, 444, 574 (chart), 580 (chart), 581 (chart), 584 (chart)

Allred, William, 577 (chart)

Alstyn, John, 387–388

Alton, Ill., 387–388, 505 (id.)

Alton Telegraph, 487n717, 487n722

Amaranth (steamboat), 48, 48n299, 316n209

American Abolitionist Society, 129

American Indians: Black Hawk (Sauk chief), 448n565; Oregon country, on passage to, 165; Stephens’s Incidents of Travel providing evidence in favor of Book of Mormon regarding, 87–88, 94–95

American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge, 136n856, 136n857

American Revolution, 167, 167n911, 167n912

The American System of Practical Book-Keeping (J. A. Bennet, 1824/1831/1833), 456n594

“Ancient of Days,” O. Olney on, 191–192

Andover, Ohio: id., 505; baptisms in, 225; letter of J. Adams on state of church in, 224–229; tithing donations from, 225, 228–229

Andrew (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24

Angels: Book of Mormon’s production congruent with biblical accounts of angelic ministrations, 34–38; definition of archangel, 67n404; detection of Satan disguised as, 67n401; instructions given by JS on distinguishing from Satan, 345, 403–406; resurrected personas vs. spirits of just men made perfect before resurrection, xxviii, 403–405. See also specific angels by name

Anglicans/Episcopalians, 138n773, 372n158

Annan, Scotland: id., 505; church activity in, 114n644; letter of W. Cadett from, 113–115

Anti-cessationism/cessationism, 34–38, 358, 358n70

Anti-Christ, 168

Antigua Herald, 86

Apollos (biblical figure), 28

Appraisal and stay laws in Illinois, 476–477, 476n717, 477n722

Archaeological evidence for veracity of Book of Mormon: metal plates for books, ancient use of, 38–39; ruins of cities in Central America, 118–120, 172, 172n938; Stephens’s Incidents of Travel and, 87–88, 94–95, 118–120

Arlington Academy, New Utrecht, N.Y., 13n65

Arlington House, New Utrecht, N.Y., 11, 452, 455 (illus.), 459, 505 (id.)

Armstrong, Peter, 44, 44n277

Armstrong, Sybella Lehman McMinn: id., 565–566; handwriting of, 243; problems in Philadelphia branch and, 442, 442n529

Letter: to JS, 243–246, 442n529

Arnold, Samuel, 228

Articles and Covenants, 11n53, 26

Articles of Faith, in Pearl of Great Price, 591

Ash houses, 383, 383n200

Ass, fawn, and lions, JS’s parable of, 484–490

Assassination attempt on L. Boggs, xix–xx, xxi, 3–4, 7n29, 22, 34n212, 50, 79, 207, 305, 305n141, 483n773, 488

Assyrians, 33

“Auld Lang Syne,” tune of, 335, 338

Australia, 172–173

Avise, Matthias, 236, 238

B

Baal, prophets of, 405

Babbitt, Almon Whiting: id., 533; bond of C. Robison canceled by, 183–185; L. Brooks and, 203n42; as trustee-in-trust, 184, 184n1007

Babbitt, Austin, 204, 204n47
Babel, Tower of, 94
Babylonian captivity, 24
Bacheler, Origen: J. C. Bennett and, 12, 12n59, 15, 15n75, 15n76, 129, 129n732; *Mormonism Exposed* (1842), 12n59
Bachman, George: id., 533; on abolitionism and slavery, 354; handwriting of, 353; legal services offered by, 354, 354n51; relationship with JS, 354, 354n51
Letter: to JS, 353–355
Backenstos, Jacob B., 238, 240, 585 (chart)
Backenstos, William, 364n107
Badlam, Alexander, Sr., 202–203
Bair/Bear, John, 413, 413n375, 480
Baldwin, Caleb, 358n69
Baltimore Sun (newspaper), 131
Bank of Cairo (Illinois), collapse of, 467n664
Bankruptcy Act (1841), xxx, 232, 234, 394
Banks, collapse of, 164n903, 233n201, 467n664
Banquet, for wedding anniversary and legal victory: J. C. Bennett letter attempting to institute new extradition order discussed at, 328n264, 332n279; draft invitation and guest list, 317–318, 319 (illus.); jubilee songs composed for, 318, 329n269, 335–344, 336 (illus.), 423; proceedings of, 318, 329n269, 337, 337n306
Baptisms: of Adam, 362n102; in Andover, Ohio, 225; authorization for S. Roundy to access baptismal font in temple, 222–231; in Boston Harbor, 472n696; etymology of term, 26; as a first principle of gospel of Christ, 362n101; of M. Harris, 205, 205n54; U. Jacob on, 247; of Jesus, 31, 360; by John the Baptist, xxviii, 28, 31, 332–334, 336–363, 368–373; in Kirtland, 203, 203n45, 204n50, 205, 205n55; Nauvoo temple, baptismal font in, 5, 63n383, 99n567, 229–231; Pentecost and, 27, 333, 334n294, 356; performed in America before birth of Christ, 362n102; in Philadelphia branch, 440; JS speaking on types of, 353n45; *Times and Seasons* article on necessity and proper form of, 26–31. See also Rebaptisms
Baptisms for health: of ES, 152; JS speaking on, 353n45; temple font consecrated for, 229
Baptisms for the dead: as early Christian practice, xxvii; letters from JS on doctrine of, xxvii, 4–6, 8, 56–69, 118; at Mississippi River and temple baptismal font, 63n383; Nauvoo church records, 58n353, 58n356, 60n370, 61n372, 61n373; priesthood and dispensations, tied to teachings on, 58; Quincy branch records, 58n353, 60n370; record keeping on, xxvii, 5–6, 8, 57–69; JS speaking on, 353n45; temple font consecrated for, 229; witnesses to, records of, 60–61, 61n371, 61n372
Baptists, 118, 371, 372n158, 468
Barker, Joseph, Sr., 456, 456n596
Barnabas (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24
Bartholomew (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24
Bartlett, Sylvester, 487n780
Bell (newspaper), 112n632
Letters: from JS, 47, 74–83, 454n592; to JS, 11–17, 452–460, 488n789
Bennet, Sophia Smith, 12–13, 13n66, 456, 456n595
Bennett, James Gordon: id., 534; J. A. Bennett and, 15n75, 16n84, 79n474, 116n654, 453, 457–459; J. C. Bennett and, 15, 15n75, 78, 78n470, 78n471, 115, 116n654, 458, 458n609; J. Bernhisel on, 115–116; Catholic origins of, 459, 459n612; coverage of JS and Saints by, 423n438; editorials on JS’s extradition hearings, 453, 457–458, 484, 488–489; Nauvoo City Council granting freedom of city to, 456n607; in Nauvoo Legion, 12, 16, 78n471, 79n474, 457–459, 459n606, 585 (chart); sensationalism encouraged by, 487n783; University of City of Nauvoo, honorary degree from, 458, 458n607; *Wasp* and, 116, 116n655. See also New York Herald
Bennett, John Cook: id., 534; abolitionist ideas attributed to, 354; affidavits and petitions against claims of, 171n929; bankruptcy of JS and, 182n1004; J. A. Bennett and, xxiv, 11–17, 75, 77–80, 78n471, 79n473, 82–83, 83n494, 116n654, 453–457, 457n604, 458n609; J. G.
Bennett, John Cook (continued)

Bennett and, 15, 15075, 78, 78n470, 78n471, 115, 116n654, 458, 458n609; J. Bernhisel on, 115–117; on L. Boggs assassination attempt, 7n29, 485n773; campaign against JS and church, xix, xxiv–xxv, 4, 13n68, 39n248, 48n303, 75, 95, 128n726, 147n810, 170–172, 588; cessationist arguments of, 358n70; church members’ responses to, 485n772; counteracting assertions of, xxiv, 46–48, 48n301, 70, 74, 74n446, 84, 141n780, 147, 202, 204n51, 286; education of, 456, 456n600; effects on reputation of church, 204, 204n51; extradition of JS by Missouri, calling for, 207, 327–332, 485n773; fawn, ass, and lions, JS’s parable of, 484–490; Female Relief Society, allegations regarding, 466, 466n659; The History of the Saints (1842), xxiv, 4n8, 13n68, 15, 16n80, 39n248, 78, 78n468, 78n470, 115–117, 128n726, 129n731, 289n69, 358n70, 453, 456n597, 457, 457n603, 457n604, 458n609, 466n659, 466n659, 478n731, 487n778; “Joab” letters in Times and Seasons, condemning Missouri attacks on Saints, 33n281; letter tour, 12, 15, 15075, 15n76, 77n467, 117, 147n810, 170–172, 329n270, 330n277; mayor, inaugural address as, 418; mayor, resolution as, xix, xxviii, 346, 359n56, 414, 416, 579; Nauvoo Legion and, 456–457, 457n601; Nauvoo post office dispute and, 235n207; new extradition attempt against JS after dismissal of charges, efforts to instigate, 327–332, 354, 361n97, 388n222; newspapers commenting negatively on character of, 13n68, 77n467; Ohio, attempt to found college in, 456n600; O. Olney and, 191–192; plural marriage, allegations regarding, xxiv, 15n76, 39, 128–129, 129n731, 170, 197, 249, 349, 352n41, 457, 457n605, 466, 466n659, 478n731; O. Pratt’s distress over S. Pratt’s rumored involvement with JS and J. C. Bennett, xxv–xxvi, 113n659, 328n263, 349–350, 572; press coverage, JS’s critique of, 480–490; promiscuous behavior of, 129n731, 249n298, 354; S. Rigdon and, xxv, 197, 327–332, 350; E. Rigdon’s reported prophecy about, 95, 97; G. Robinson associated with, 83, 97n563, 197–198, 201n35, 235n207; O. P. Rockwell accused of assassination attempt against L. Boggs by, xix, 4, 244; Sangamo Journal, letters in, 13n68, 15n76, 39n248, 128n726, 485n771, 486n776, 486n777; JS’s opinion of, 75, 77–80; M. Smith on rumored involvement of S. Pratt with JS and Bennett, 352n42; temperance advocated by, 235n511; wife abandoned by, 466n596

Bennett, Mary Barker, 456n596

Bennett, Samuel C.: id., 534–535; migrants from New York City addressed by, 189; as Nauvoo City Council committee member, 416–417; in Nauvoo Legion, 586 (chart); as Nauvoo market inspector, 582 (chart)

Bent, Samuel: id., 535; bond to JS, pledging to submit funds collected for construction of temple, 141–143; fund-raising experience of, 142; missions of, 142, 142n784; on Nauvoo high council, 444n543, 574 (chart); signature of, 141

Benton, Thomas Hart, 446n549

Bernhisel, John Milton: id., 535; J. A. Bennet and, 75–76; on J. C. Bennett, 115–117; on J. G. Bennett, 115–116; as bishop of New York branch of church, 70; and extradition efforts against JS, 70, 73–74, 115–116; gift of land in Nauvoo to JS, 70, 70n424, 72; handwriting of, 115; map of Nauvoo, printing of, 289, 291; Nauvoo temple, construction of, 70–72; JS’s opinion of, 75–76; Stephens’s Incidents of Travel given to JS by, 87n513

Letters: from JS, 70–74; to JS, 115–117

Berrett, LaMar, 301, 387

Bible: geographic locations of events in, 156; King James/Authorized Version as canonical, 590; opposition as continuation of persecution of prophets in, 8n37, 9, 22–26, 483–486; Shakespeare compared, 157; significance of forty-two months in Revelation, 227n163; JS Bible Revision, 174, 174n94, 426n450, 590–591 (id.). See also specific biblical figures by name, e.g. Abraham

Bidamon, Charles E., 183, 301

Bills, John, 586 (chart)

Binelo, J. M., 585 (chart)

Bishop, Francis Gladden, 194n1064

Bishops, 70, 575 (chart)

Black Hawk (Sauk chief), 448n565

Black people, 18, 19n97, 130n736.

Black Hawk (Sauk chief), 448n565

Blakeslee, James, 106

Boggs, Lilburn Williams (former governor of Missouri): id., 535–536; affidavits against JS, 46n284, 93, 39n544, 39n165, 314; arms, failure to return, 91; assassination attempt on, xix–xx, 330, 330n275; earlier extradition attempt against JS, 327n262; extermination order issued by, 89, 92–93, 167; Jackson Co. statement sanctioned by, 91; as persecutor, 25–26; O. P. Rockwell accused of assassination attempt against, xix, xx, 4, 244

Bonds: from S. Bent to JS, pledging to submit funds collected for construction of temple, 141–143; Nauvoo high council bond covering JS’s bankruptcy debt to federal government, 332n282; from C. Robison to sell land to JS,
INDEX

Cahoon, Reynolds (continued)
584 (chart); removal of grog shop owned by,
381n194; on temple building committee, 148,
150n827, 296–297, 298n107, 389, 576
Letter to JS, 364–367
Cahoon, William Farrington, 298n107
Caldwell Co., Mo., expulsion of Saints from, 92
Calfskin, for bookbinding, 43n267
Calkins, Israel, 575 (chart)
Calvo, Baltasar (Canon Calvo), 459, 459n613
Campbell, Robert, 498
Camp of Israel expedition (Zion’s Camp), 20n102
Canada: rumors of JS fleeing to, 131–132, 163;
W. Somerville sent on mission to, 10, 10n47,
10n51
Carlin, Thomas (governor of Illinois): id., 538; G. J.
Adams and, 147n809; arrest efforts against JS
and O. P. Rockwell, xx–xxi, 3–5, 72–73, 72n432,
72n437, 79n479, 159n688, 280, 301–302, 304–
307, 309, 311n182, 312n187, 488n786;
J. A. Bennet writing to, 16n87, 17, 453–456;
earlier extradition attempt against JS, 327n262;
informing ES he would continue to try to ar
rest JS, 5, 72n432, 195; in jubilee songs, 339, 342;
lobbied by ES and E. Snow to deny extradition
of JS, 13n66, 72n432, 80n486, 151; on Nauvoo
habeas corpus ordinance, 208; petitioned
on behalf of JS, 80n486; political involvement,
JS withdrawing from, 365n110; reward offered
for capture of JS, xxi, 4
Carlin, Thomas (governor of Illinois): id., 538; G. J.
Adams and, 147n809; arrest efforts against JS
and O. P. Rockwell, xx–xxi, 3–5, 72–73, 72n432,
72n437, 79n479, 159n688, 280, 301–302, 304–
307, 309, 311n182, 312n187, 488n786;
J. A. Bennet writing to, 16n87, 17, 453–456;
earlier extradition attempt against JS, 327n262;
informing ES he would continue to try to ar
rest JS, 5, 72n432, 195; in jubilee songs, 339, 342;
lobbied by ES and E. Snow to deny extradition
of JS, 13n66, 72n432, 80n486; political involvement,
JS withdrawing from, 365n110; reward offered
for capture of JS, xxi, 4
Carn, Daniel, 575 (chart)
Carthage, Ill., 277, 304, 364, 506 (id.)
Cash. See Money
Caswall, Henry, The City of the Mormons (1842),
138n773
Catholics. See Roman Catholics
Celestial marriage. See Plural marriage
Census of Nauvoo, attempts to take, 121n690
Certificate/license, priesthood, 9–11
Cessationism/anti-cessationism, 34–38, 358, 358n70
Chamberlain, George, 441
Chambers, John (governor of Iowa Territory),
46–47, 46n286
Charity, 99, 161
Charlestown, Mass., 472, 472n695
Charter, Nauvoo. See Nauvoo city charter
Chase, Justus: id., 538; and discipline of N. Chase
for stealing money, 106–107
Letter to JS and H. Smith, 105–108
Chase, Nancy, 106–108
Chester Co., Pa., 500, 500n298, 506 (id.)
Chicago, Ill., 329n270, 506 (id.)
Chicago Express, 478–479
Children born out of wedlock, custody of, 324n244
Childs, John (lithographer, New York City), 289,
289n69, 290 (illus.), 291
Chinese forces slaughtered by British, 155
Chipley, William, 364n107, 364n108
Cholera, 20–21, 20n102, 155
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints: for-
mal organization of (1830), 363n103; organiza-
tional charts, 570–586; petition to reorganize
branch of church at Golden’s Point, Ill., 174–
177; total membership of church in 1842,
164n902; trustees-in-trust after death of JS, 184,
184n1006, 184n1007; B. Winchester predicts
collapse of, 442
Church of Scotland, 114, 114n643
Cincinnati, Ohio, 19, 19n98, 268n415
Cincinnati Daily Gazette, 22n111
Circumcision, 29
The City of the Mormons (Caswall, 1842), 138n773
City watch/night watch, Nauvoo city ordinance
on, 383–384, 384n201
Claims, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council),
417, 417n401
Clapp, Benjamin, 364n107
Clark, Hiram: id., 538; account and pay order
watched by JS, 383–384, 384n201
Clark, John A., 36, 36n220
Clark, Sylvia Porter Sessions. See Lyon, Sylvia
Porter Sessions
Clark, Thankful Gill, 178–180, 180n989, 538–
539 (id.)
Clarke, Adam, 36, 36n220, 538n98, 538n73
Clay, fearing the face of, 78, 78n469
Clay, Henry, 26n140
Clay Co., Mo., 71n34, 89, 91–92
CLAYTON, WILLIAM: id., 539; image of, xxxi
(illus.)

CHURCH ACTIVITIES
O. Olney and, 192, 193n1063; Philadelphia
branch, problems in, 437; spirits, JS on discern-
ment of, 401, 403, 403n322, 405–406; temple
building committee and stonemasons, disputes
between, 118n668, 297; Times and Seasons, no-
tice of review of Nauvoo temple committee fi-
nancial records submitted to, 148–150

CIVIL, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
as contact/agent for JS while in hiding, 4, 6,
7n31, 46, 182; on A. Davis’s tavern possibly
used as base for extraditors, 241; and extradi-
tion efforts against JS, 241; and extradition
efforts against JS, 277, 279–280, 283–284,
286–287, 304, 308, 308n156, 310–314, 331n278;
T. Ford, meeting with, 116n653; D. Hollister
warning of extradition efforts against JS in
letter to, 47n288; as Nauvoo city treasurer,
INDEX

385–386, 579, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); opposing creation of new county from parts of Hancock and Adams counties, 364n109; power of attorney delivered to A. Lyman in Shokokon, Ill., by, 481; Springfield trip to consult with J. Butterfield about bankruptcy/extradition, 277, 291n72

CORRESPONDENCE

Letters: from G. Miller, 45–49; from JS, 132–134

FAMILY AND PERSONAL

on banquet for JS and ES, 337; on illness of ES and JS, 152, 154n849

FINANCES AND PROPERTY


RECORD KEEPING


Clergy and ministers of other churches: debate in Boston between G. J. Adams and G. West, 18; W. Phelps article in Times and Seasons on purported conversation between Saints and, 34–38; proverb on clerical arrogance, in Times and Seasons, 39–40

Cleveland, Sarah Kingsley, 151, 577 (chart)

Coe, Truman, 204–205, 205n52, 468n669

Coe, William Robertson, 191

Collinsville, N.Y., 107, 306–307 (id.)

Columbus, Ill., Advocate, 156–157, 157n859

Comer, George, 43, 43n271

Commerce, Ill. See Nauvoo, Ill.

Conferences: 6–8 Apr. 1842, Nauvoo, 353n45; Times and Seasons, minutes published in, 100, 118


Confirmations, 353

Connecticut Courant, 588

Connar, Henry, 144, 321

Connor, Mary, 144, 321, 321n229, 321n231, 325, 469

Constitution, U.S.: on extradition, 306n143; First Amendment, 477n726; on legal tender, 476–477, 476n716; religious liberty required by, 89; Tenth Amendment, 477n724; warrants required to be supported by oath or affirmation by, 351n204

Cooke, George, 58 (chart)

Cooking stoves, metal, 383, 383n199

Copyright: Book of Mormon, American copyright for, 41n254; Book of Mormon, British copyright for, 42; enforceability issues, 291; Library of Congress records of, 288; for map of Nauvoo, 288–291, 290 (illus.); steps required for, 289; U.S. Supreme Court decision on, 291n74

Corkin, Brother, 332n284

Cornelius (biblical figure), 30, 37

Cowan, John F.: id., 539; corresponding with politicians on behalf of JS or church, 412n370; F. Jarvis and, 412n369; meeting with JS on Shokokon, Ill., settlement, 399, 411–413; Quorum of the Twelve considering Shokokon, Ill., settlement proposal by, 412; sale of Shokokon, Ill., lots to JS and, 447–448, 451, 480; surveying Shokokon, Ill., community with JS, 413n376

Cowdery, Oliver: on Cumorah, 66n395; First Presidency and, 571; gold plates, as witness to, 66n398; on Moroni, 66n397; Peter, James, and John appearing to JS and, 67, 67n402; priesthood, instruction in, 67n403, 69n417

Cowles, Austin, 378n190, 574 (chart)

Cowles, Elvira Annie, 206, 206n56, 577 (chart)

Cownover, Eveline, 176, 176n965

Cownover, Peter W., 177, 177n967

Cranie, Michael Quiggle, 448, 448n669

Crockett, David “Davy,” 134, 134n752

Cuba, storm damage in, 155

Cumorah, 65, 66n395

Currency. See Money

Curtis, Joseph, 176, 176n961

Cutler, Alpheus: id., 539–540; dispute over Mississippi River islands, attendance at ecclesiastical trial regarding, 444; foundations of temple,
Cutler, Alpheus (continued)  
laying of, 463n643; on Nauvoo high council, 574 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); opening Nauvoo high council meeting with prayer, 444; on temple building committee, 148, 389, 576  
Letter: to JS, 365–367

D  
Daily Atlas (Boston), 588  
Daily Missouri Republican (St. Louis), 588  
D. & J. Ames (paper mill), 57n347, 206  
Daniel (biblical figure), 23  
Daniel, Peter, 234n205  
Darien, Isthmus of (Isthmus of Panama), 94, 95n552, 119  
Davenport, Stephen, 316n213  
David (biblical figure), 134, 134n751, 161, 352, 352n40, 355, 355n56, 359n77  
Davies, George, 487n782  
Davis, Amos: id., 540; abstention from voting in Nauvoo elections, 444n87; affidavit stating JS was prejudiced against him, 255, 259–261; debt, accusing JS of failure to pay, 241, 241n249; multiple complaints against, 195, 253; signature of, 259; tavern/home of, 241, 524–525 (map); trial and conviction on complaint of I. Miles, for slander, 255, 261–262 (minutes); troubled relationship with JS, 195, 241; warrant for arrest, in I. Miles slander complaint, 255–257  
Complaints sworn against: by I. Miles, for slander, 254–256; by I. Miles, for violating temperance ordinance, 253; by JS, for abusive language, 239, 241–243; by W. Walker, for assault and battery, 253  
Trial, conviction, and appeal: on I. Miles temperance complaint, 255; on JS complaint, 239n233, 242, 242n257, 253, 255, 379n193; on W. Walker complaint, 255  
Davis, A. W., 176  
Davis, Jacob Cunningham, 304, 308  
Davis, Pheby, 176  
Dawson, Elias and Fidelia, 151  
Dead animals/animal parts, Nauvoo city ordinance on disposal of, 381–383  
Dean, Amos, 58 (chart)  
Death penalty for murder in Missouri, 330n276  
Debt. See under Finances  
Declaration of Independence, 26n140, 89  
Deeds. See Property  
Deists, 21, 21n108  
Demetrius the silversmith (biblical figure), 32, 32n198  
Denton, Benjamin, 177  
Derby, Erastus H.: as companion of JS in hiding, 6, 50; handwriting of, 49; in Nauvoo Legion, 586 (chart); T. Reynolds, meeting with, 46, 46n284; as scribe/clerk, xxxii, 49, 188, 588; traveling east to counter claims of J. C. Bennett, 46–47, 74n446  
Devil. See Satan  
Dibble, Philo, 586 (chart)  
Discipline, church: of G. J. Adams, xxvi, 322; of N. Chase, 106–108; of A. Fielding, 179n982; of A. Lamoreaux, 101; of T. Martin, 118; of O. Olney, 191; of O. Pratt, xxvi, 345, 350; S. Pratt, no known discipline taken against, 350n30; of C. Smalling, 396n270; JS’s counsel requested regarding, xxvi; temple building committee and stoncutters, ecclesiastical trial over disputes between, 296, 297n105; of J. Wardrop, 109–110  
Discourses of JS. See Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Discourses  
Disease. See Health and illness  
Disorderly conduct: set of Nauvoo city ordinances attempting to control unruly behavior, xxix, 376–385; vagrancy and disorderly behavior, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 236–237, 239, 242, 253n314, 255n328, 257n340  
Dispensations, 58, 58n354, 62, 65n389, 67–68, 68n408  
Dissent and disaffection: J. C. Bennett’s campaign against JS and church, xix, xxiv–xxv, 4, 13n68, 39n248, 48n303, 75, 95, 128n726, 147n810, 170–172, 588; in church in 1843, 396, 464, 464n650; conference of 29 Aug. 1843 addressing, 100; of A. Davis, 195, 241–243; decline in temple donations attributed to opposition to plural marriage, 149n820; R. Foster, discourse of JS against, 461–463, 461n631; R. Foster, strained relationship with JS, 420, 461; of H. S. Kimball, 396n274; Kirtland, disaffection and revival in, 202–206; of O. Olney, 191–194; patriarchal blessings book, theft of, 345, 396; in Philadelphia branch, 436–442; of O. Pratt, xxv–xxvi, 328, 331n279, 345, 349–353 (minutes), 402, 402n308, 480n740, 571–572; in Quorum of the Twelve, 572; of S. Rigdon, xxv, 95–98, 197, 328, 328n263, 331n278, 571; of G. Robinson, xxv, 95, 97, 97n563; L. Wight preaching to disaffected Saints, 205n53  
“Distress of nations” article in Times and Seasons, 18–21  
Divorce, 247n286, 250, 322n237, 352  
Doctrine and Covenants: id., 590; canonicity of, 590; corresponding section numbers, 621–627 (chart); destruction of unsold copies of 1835 edition in fire, 174n494; letters of JS on baptisms for the dead included in, 6, 59; on marriage, 39, 128–129; new edition, need for, 174, 174n494; spirits, on discernment of, 401n322; vision of heaven experienced by JS and S. Rigdon (1832) in, 422n426, 424n441  
Dogs, nuisance ordinance applied to, 381n194
Donaldson, William, 173n945
Doniphan, Alexander William, 92n539, 93
Douglas, Steven Arnold, 207, 215n94, 279–280, 284, 287n18, 327n262
Dove, sign of, 369, 369n133, 373
Drainage of stagnant/standing water, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 382, 382n196
Drunkenness. See Alcohol and alcoholism
Duncan, Joseph (governor of Illinois), 77n464, 116n653, 130n736, 447n554
Dunklin, Daniel (governor of Missouri), 91, 91n532
Dunlap, Minerva, 341n322
Dunlap, Sarah, 341n322
Dunn, Simeon, 180, 180n991
Dutch, John, 335, 338, 340, 341n320, 540 (id.)
Duzette, Edward P., 585 (chart)
Eagle, John, 381n194, 585 (chart)
Ecclesiastical wards, 60n368, 575
Edgerton, John F.: id., 540; church membership of, 52n323; handwriting of, 51; on painting portrait of JS, 52
Letter: to JS, 51–53
Edwards, Benjamin Stephenson, xxii, 311, 343
Edwards, James, 448n538
Egbert, John, 176
Egyptian hieroglyphics, Greek psalter identified by JS as dictionary of, 138n773
Elders: Articles and Covenants on duties of, 11n53; collecting donations for Nauvoo House and temple, 98n566, 124n707; conference of 29 Aug. 1842 on, 100; counteracting assertions of J. C. Bennett, xxiv; encouraged to procure subscriptions for Wasp and Times and Seasons, 100–101; ordained in Kirtland, 204, 204n46; seventies and, overlapping titles of, 10
Elders’ Journal, 265n397
Elections, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 417, 417n405
Elijah/Elias (biblical figure), 23, 64, 65n394, 68n408, 94, 161, 246, 343
Elisha (biblical figure), 161
Elizabeth (mother of John the Baptist), 358n73
Elkin, William F., 308, 309n163, 311–312, 540 (id.)
Ells, Josiah, 444n538
Emerald (ship), 179n985
Emmons, Sylvester: id., 540; handwriting of, 374; mayor of Nauvoo, interest in running for, 374–376; as Nauvoo city councilor, 417, 581 (chart); office, possible site of, 524–525 (map)
Letter: to JS, 374–376
Endowment, 361, 361n95
England: id., 507; account and pay order for goods transported between Nauvoo and Liverpool, 102–105; Book of Mormon, publication and sale of, 41–45; British Saints’ awareness of Missouri extradition efforts against JS, 181n995; Chinese forces slaughtered by British, 155; H. Clark sent to, 178; collection of donations for temple construction, 177–181; cost of goods in, compared to costs in U.S., 103, 103n590; A. Fielding remaining in, 179n982; labor unrest in, 18–20, 155; locations in, 529 (map); migrants to Nauvoo from, xxix, 86, 102, 103n592, 103n594, 104n596, 110–113, 180n994, 189n1034, 189n1035, 189n1036, 315–316, 376–377; Nauvoo temple roof, tin for, 70–71, 71n430; opposition to church in, 136, 138, 138n773, 180, 180n994; Oregon country, English, Russian, and U.S. disputes over, 165, 165n905, 165n906; poverty in, 111–112, 111n627; presidency of church in Europe, 135, 178, 181n998, 317n214, 317n215, 578 (chart); printing and publishing efforts in, 41n255; progress of church in, 180; proposal of JS for himself, Quorum of the Twelve, and H. Smith to preach in, 350, 351n17; Quorum of the Twelve’s mission to, xxix, 17–18, 112n651, 178
Enoch, 30
Episcopalians/Anglicans, 138n773, 372n158
Esau (biblical figure), 351
Essex County Washingtonian (Mass. newspaper), 170–172
Eternity of God, spirit, and matter, 120, 120n682
Europe, presidency of church in, 135, 178, 181n998, 317n214, 317n215, 578 (chart)
Evans, David, 175, 575 (chart)
The Evening and the Morning Star, 421, 590
Extradition order issued by L. Boggs, 89, 92–93
Extradition efforts against JS by Missouri: earlier efforts at extradition of JS (1839–41), 166, 207, 215n94, 314n200, 314n202, 327–328, 329n272; new extradition effort after dismissal of charges, J. C. Bennett attempting to instigate, 327–332, 354, 361n97, 388n222; overview, xix–xxii; re-sumption of JS discourses after, xxviii, 345–346
Avoidance: Canada, rumors of JS fleeing to, 131–132, 163; illness of ES in fall 1842 and, 4, 151–152, 153 (illus.), 154, 154n849; letter of JS announcing plans to leave city, 5–9; JS forced to flee home, xx, 3, 6, 73n445; JS in hiding, xx, xxivn27, 3–4, 3n4, 5, 46–47, 50, 52, 57, 57n350, 59n362, 71, 73, 73n440, 73n443, 81n489, 107, 132, 134, 142, 151–152, 152n844, 160, 182, 190, 190n1041, 195, 208, 244–245, 249, 294n89, 301, 306n146
Charges: accessory before the fact in L. Boggs assassination, JS charged as, 72n29, 22, 34n212, 46n285, 50, 79n476, 279, 301, 305; affidavits
Extradition (continued)


Popular responses: G. Bachman letter expressing support for JS, 353–355; J. A. Bennett and, 13–14, 16n87, 17, 79–82, 433–436; *New York Herald* article on supposed activation of Nauvoo Legion, 12, 16–17, 16n84, 16n85, 16n87, 81; petition to T. Ford, for new arrest warrant for JS to facilitate habeas corpus application, 279–280, 280n23, 284, 287, 307–310; S. Rigdon and, 283, 283n14, 311n278; ES and Eliza Snow lobbying T. Carlin to deny, 311; Springfield trip by church members to consult with Butterfield and Ford, 277, 279, 283–284, 286–287, 291n72.

Eye teeth, E. Rigdon predicting G. Robinson’s loss of, 97.

Ezekiel (biblical figure), 468.

F

Faber, Frederick William, “The Signs of the Times” (poem), 118.

Faneuil Hall, Boston, 472, 472n697.

Farms and farming. See Agriculture.

Farnes, Thomas, 300n120, 346, 507

Fawcett, Frederick, 41–43, 43n265.

F. B. Howell (paper mill), 45, 45n281.
Federal government. See United States

Fees for services, council members and officers requesting, 419, 419n411, 419n412

Felshaw, William, 364n107

Female Relief Society of Nauvoo: J. C. Bennett on, 466, 466n659; T. Carlin petitioned on behalf of JS by, 80n486; certificate defending JS and church against plural marriage claims of J. C. Bennett, 128; journal of Eliza Snow and, 151; organizational chart, 577 (chart)

Ferrying rights, xxx, 347, 393–395, 412n369

Fiduciary or trustee debts, bankruptcy on, 234n205

Fielding, Amos: id., 540–541; account and pay order for goods transported between Nauvoo and Liverpool, 102–105; British copies of Book of Mormon sold by, 43, 43n274; as emigration agent, 103n592, 104n596, 111–112, 112n637, 112n638, 178–179, 181n996; postscript added to letter to JS by, 177–181; remaining in England instead of returning to Nauvoo, 179n982; signature of, 102, 177

Fielding, Joseph, 43, 43n272

Fighting and violence: Irish American mob violence against black people in Philadelphia, 19n97; between U. Nickerson and Wilson Law, over islands in Mississippi River, 443–444; onlookers failing to intervene in, 444, 444n539; JS separating two boys for, 444n539; unruly behavior, Nauvoo city ordinances, xxix, 376–385; vagrancy and disorderly behavior, Nauvoo city ordinances, 236–237, 239, 242, 253n134, 255n328, 257n340; women, violence against, 464, 464n651

Finance, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 417, 417n406

Finances: account and pay order for goods transported between Liverpool and Nauvoo, 102–105; British publication and sale of Book of Mormon, accounting for, 41–45; of city of Nauvoo, 418; documentary sources, financial records as, 587; interest rates, 182n1003, 184, 186; Missouri losses, redress sought for, 91, 91n534, 164, 164n898, 401n302; Nauvoo's financial troubles, xxx; plural wives, supporting, 54, 54n333; rental of printing office to J. Taylor and W. Woodruff, 266; temple building committee, review of financial records of, 123, 148–150, 296

Debt: conflation by JS of personal debt with church debt, xxxii; A. Davis accusing JS of failure to pay, 241, 241n249; gold and silver, required payment in, 477; proverb on, 50–51

Fund raising: appeals by JS for construction funds for Nauvoo House and temple, xxvii; S. Bent bond to JS, pledging to submit funds collected for construction of temple, 141–143; Book of Mormon, printing of, 142; church members outside of Nauvoo encouraged to donate time and materials to building of temple, 98–100; collection of donations for Nauvoo House and temple, xxiv, 98, 98n566, 100, 124n707, 177–181, 466–468, 475; donations of goods not easily saleable, 127, 466–468, 475; submission of collected tithing and donations, as problem, 142n787. See also Bankruptcy; Money; Promissory notes; Taxes

Financial depressions: of 1839–1842 in U.S., 164, 164n903, 233n201, 467n664, 475; banks, collapse of, 164n903, 233n201, 467n664; hard money vs. soft money, 475; Illinois, devaluated land values in early 1840s in, 300n119; Panic of 1837, 233n201, 251; scarcity of currency, in Nauvoo, xxx, 467n664; shortage of wage-labor jobs in Nauvoo and, 189n1034

Finch, John M., 420n418

Finch & Rollosson (grocery store, Nauvoo), 420n418

Fines and penalties, required payment in gold and silver, xxx, 474–477

Finney, Charles Grandison, 468n669

Fire prevention, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 383

First Presidency: licenses required to be signed by member of, 10; O. Olney and, 192; organizational chart, 571; as “presidency of Zion,” 136, 136n763; proclamation directing gathering in Nauvoo, 190n1039; stonemasons’ letter of complaint to, 296


Letter: to JS, 278–282, 284

Fordham, Elijah, 579, 581 (chart)
Forrest, Clifford and Helen, 151
Forster, James, 573 (chart)
Forster, Lucian Rose: id., 541; J. A. Bennet and, 75–76, 76n463; on movement of church in New York City, 15; JS’s opinion of, 75–76, 76n463
Foster, Robert D.: id., 541–542; on J. C. Bennett, 15n76, 485n772; building projects on hill near temple, 462–463, 462n637; deed for temple land, from D. and E. Wells, certified by, 388, 392; discourse of JS against, 461–463, 461n631; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); and power of attorney for A. Lyman, 479, 481–483; W. Rollosson as postmaster supported by, 420, 461, 461n631; strained relationship with JS, 420, 461; upper stone house purchased by, 467n666
Foster, Sarah Phinney, 485n772
Foster, Solon, 586 (chart)
Foutz, Jacob, 575 (chart)
Foxe, John, 25n133
Francis, Simeon, 485n771, 487n781
Franklin (cooking stove), 383, 383n199
Franklin, Benjamin, 383n199
Frederick (Md.) Visitor, 22n111
Freedom of religion. See Religious liberty and toleration
Freeman’s Journal (Dublin, Ireland), 180n994
Freemasons, 286
Freethinkers, 21n108
Frémont, John C., 164n904
Friendship, proverbs on, 50
Frost, Olive Gray, 112n631
Fugitive Slave Act, 306n143
Fullmer, David, 444, 574 (chart)
Fullmer, John Solomon: id., 542; bond of C. Robison canceled by, 183–185; as Nauvoo city treasurer, 579, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); transfer of church property to H. S. Kimball recorded by, 406, 410n360; as trustee-in-trust, 184, 184n1007
Fund raising. See under Finances
G
Gabriel (archangel), 67, 67n405
Galena (steamship), 132n744
Galena, Ill., 483n300, 131–132, 132n744, 163, 340n318
Galland, Isaac, 446n549
Gamaliel (biblical figure), 34
Gambling and gaming, Nauvoo city ordinance against, 379, 379n191
Garbage, Nauvoo city ordinance on disposal of, 381–383
Gathering, 120n686, 190n1039
Gaylord, Lyman, 499
Geer, Sally, 229
General Pratt (steamboat), 104n597
Gentiles, 351, 351n137, 368
Germany, O. Hyde in, 172
Ghee, William, 332n284
Gifts of the Spirit
Prophecy: Baal, prophets of, 405; cessationism/anti-cessationism, 34–38, 358, 358n70; O. Olney claiming gift of, 191; E. Rigdon, reported healing of/prophecies by, 95–97; B. Winchester predicting collapse of church, 442
Visions: poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS, 346, 348, 421–435; reported by O. Olney, 191
Gill, John, 36, 36n218
Gillet, John Dean, 231, 294, 294n888, 300n119
Gleason, Clarinda, 228, 228n171
Go-ahead principle, 180, 180n993
God: eternity of, 120, 120n682; Trinity and trinitarianism, 102, 369n132. See also Holy Spirit; Jesus; Kingdom of God
Goddess of Liberty (steamboat), 316n209
Golden, Aaron H., 176, 176n963, 176n964
Golden, Nancy, 176
Golden’s Point, Hancock Co., Ill., 174–177, 507 (id.)
Gold plates: angelic commandment regarding display of, 352n16; archaeological evidence for ancient use of metal plates for books, 38–39; compared to stone tablets of Ten Commandments, 35; returned to angel, 352n16; revelation and discovery of, 66n938; witnesses attesting to reality of, 36n217, 66n938
Gove, Carlos, 585 (chart)
Granger, Gilbert, 396
Granger, Lydia Dibble, 350, 353
Granger, Oliver, 479, 396
Gravel, Andrew M., 255, 257–259, 262, 262n378
Great Britain. See England; Scotland
Greek philosophy, on religion, 88–89
Greek psalter, identified by JS as dictionary of Egyptian hieroglyphics, 138n773
Greene, John Portineus, 202–203, 204n51, 580 (chart), 586 (chart)
Gregg, Thomas, 81n488
Grimshaw, Jonathan, 317, 374, 374n166
Groo family papers, 108, 141, 225, 231, 299, 326, 398
The Grove/Stand, Nauvoo, Ill.: conferences and meetings held in, 95, 100, 124n711; letters of JS read to church meetings in, 6, 58; location of, 524–525 (map)
Grover, Gamaliel R., 228
Grover, Thomas, 444–445, 574 (chart), 584 (chart)
Guns, donated for building of temple, 127, 127n722
Gurlay, Zenas H., 584 (chart)
H
Habeas corpus writs: Carthage, Ill., efforts to obtain writ from, 277, 304; in extradition efforts against JS by Missouri, xx, xxi, xxii, 72n437,
Hagar (biblical figure), 36
Hale, Jonathan Harriman, 575 (chart), 579, 581 (chart)
Half-Breed Tract, Iowa Territory: id., 507–508; court decree leading to sale of lands in, 443–446; islands in Mississippi River, dispute over ownership of, 443
Hammond, John, 174–177, 176, 542 (id.)
Hancock, Levi Ward, 573 (chart), 585 (chart)
Hancock Co., Ill.: deed book, 390, 406, 408, 410n357; farm of JS in, 390, 406, 408, 410n357; locations in, 520 (map); petitioned for writ of habeas corpus in JS extradition case, 301–308, 303 (illus.); JS’s use of, 207; in U.S. and Illinois state constitutions, 207
Hagar (biblical figure), 36
Hale, Jonathan Harriman, 575 (chart), 579, 581 (chart)
Half-Breed Tract, Iowa Territory: id., 507–508; court decree leading to sale of lands in, 443–446; islands in Mississippi River, dispute over ownership of, 443
Hammond, John, 174–177, 176, 542 (id.)
Hancock, Levi Ward, 573 (chart), 585 (chart)
Hancock Co., Ill.: deed book, 390, 406, 408, 410n357; farm of JS in, 390, 406, 408, 410n357; locations in, 520 (map); petitioned for writ of habeas corpus in JS extradition case, 301–308, 303 (illus.); JS’s use of, 207; in U.S. and Illinois state constitutions, 207
Handshake, as key to detect Satan as angel of light, 404n331
Harriman, Henry, 573 (chart)
Harris, George Washington: complaint of JS against T. Hunter, 239n229; criminal laws, on committee to prepare, 377; dispute over Mississippi River islands, attendance at ecclesiastical trial regarding, 444; as Nauvoo election judge, 581 (chart); on Nauvoo high council, 574 (chart); as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)
Harris, Martin, 66n398, 205, 205n54
Harvey, Elizabeth, 177
Harvey, J. L., 177
Harvey, Lewis, 177
Harvey, Sarah, 177
Hawes, Peter, 308n56
Hawk-Eye and Iowa Patriot (Burlington, Iowa Territory), 448n365
“Hawkeye Office,” Burlington, Iowa Territory, 448, 448n365
Hawkins, Leo, 51, 105, 110, 113, 357n66, 395, 469
Hawley, Catherine, 441, 441n521
Haws, Peter, 103n593, 460, 577 (chart)
Hayden, Amos S., 96n560
Healings: of C. Adams, 322n237, 471n691; notes by F. Richards on doctrine of healing, 373n64; of E. Rigdon, 95–97. See also Baptisms for health
Health and illness: of C. Adams, 322, 322n237, 471, 471n692; baptisms for health, 152; N. Chase, mental instability of, 106; drainage of stagnant/standing water, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 382, 382n196; eye teeth, E. Rigdon predicting G. Robinson’s loss of, 97; of A. Lyman at Shokokon, Ill., 481n749; Nauvoo, decrease of sickly season in, 34; W. Richards, ill health of, 354, 357; S. Rigdon, ill health of, 96, 96n559, 311n278; scarlet fever, 112n631; D. Sessions, illness of, 112n631; E. Rigdon, illness of, in fall 1842, 4, 151–152, 153 (illus.), 154, 154n849; JS with severe pain in left side, 150n827, 152; of J. Taylor and W. Woodruff, 84n301. See also Cholera
Hedlock, Reuben, 112n631, 179, 542 (id.)
Henderson Co.: F. Jarvis’s ferry rights and, 394n260; locations in, 527 (map); recorder’s office, 447, 480–481; JS in hiding in, xx, 4
Henry (vessel), 112n638
Herod the Great and Herod Antipas, 24–25
Hess, Peter, Jr.: id., 542; on discontent and division in Philadelphia branch, 436–442; handwriting of, 435
Letter: to JS, H. Smith, and Quorum of the Twelve, 435–442
Heywood, Joseph L.: id., 543; bond of C. Robison canceled by, 183–185; as trustee-in-trust, 184, 184n1007
Herzkiah (biblical figure), 33
Hibbard, Davidson, 585 (chart)
Hicks, Samuel, 585 (chart)
Higbee, Chauncey Lawson, 442, 585 (chart)
Higbee, Elias: id., 543; filling S. Bent’s place on Nauvoo high council, 142n784; handwriting of, 365; in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); on temple building committee, 148–149, 150n827, 296, 389, 576; in Washington DC with JS, 96n560, 401n302; R. Young and, 400n299, 401n302; R. Young/J. Walsh land sale, as possible security for, 400
Letter: to JS, 365–367
Higbee, Francis Marion, 585 (chart)
Higbee, Isaac, 444, 575 (chart)
Higbee, John, 579, 581 (chart)
Higley, Myron Spencer: id., 544; discipline of N. Chase for stealing money and, 106
Higley, Myron Spencer (continued)
Letter: to JS and H. Smith, 105–108

Hildreth, Samuel, 456n600

Hills, Gustavus: complaint of JS against T. Hunter, 239n229; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart); printed map of Nauvoo and, 289, 290 (illus.), 293

Hinkle, George M., 197n14

History, church, by JS (“History of Joseph Smith”): account of vision of heaven by JS and S. Rigdon in, 422; as documentary source, 588; excerpts published in *Times and Seasons*, 18, 86, 118, 155; Letterbook 2 used in compiling, 399; in Pearl of Great Price, 591; W. Phelps working on, 347n18; Quorum of the Twelve minutes used in, 411; recommencement of work on, 347; W. Richards working on, 347n18, 422, 483

The History of the Saints (J. C. Bennett, 1842), xxiv, 456, 136n68, 15, 165n80, 392n248, 78, 78n468, 78n470, 115–117, 128n726, 297n731, 289n69, 358n70, 453, 456n597, 457, 457n603, 457n604, 458n609, 466n659, 478n731, 487n778

Hollister, David Sprague, 47, 47n288, 48n295, 544 (id.)

Hollys, Sister. See Hawley, Catherine

Holman, David, 228
Holman, Susan, 229

Holmes, Jonathan Harriman, 395–397, 397n276, 544 (id.)

Holy Ghost: dove, sign of the, 369, 369n133, 373. See also Gifts of the Spirit

Hotchkiss, Horace Rowe: id., 544; extradition efforts against JS, awareness of, 294n89; handwriting of, 293

Letters: from JS, 235–235; to JS, 293–295

Hove, Eber Dudley, *Mormonism Unveiled* (1834), 32, 32n194

Howell, Francis Barber, 45, 45n281

Howe, Edwin Dudley, 45n281

Howell, Susan, 229

Hunt, Charles L., 32, 32n194

Hunt, Edward: id., 544–545; Chester Co., Pa., property in, 400, 400n298; criminal laws, on committee to prepare, 377; Illinois banks, letter from JS on collapse of, 467n664; in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); properties and residences, 524–525 (map); in Nauvoo, Illinois: abolitionism and slavery in, 130n736; collapse of banks in, 164n903, 233n201, 467n664; copyright records, 288; counties and towns, 519 (map); depreciated land values in early 1840s, 300n119; fees and expenses for serving warrants and subpoenas, state law on, 257n144, 259n358; habeas corpus writs, in state constitution and state statutes, 207–209, 213n81, 213n90, 214n93, 215n94, 217n104, 218n112, 219n114, 219n115, 219n117, 219n120, 220n125, 220n130, 222n140, 222n141; impartial trial rules, state law on, 260n368; interest rates in, 182n1003; letter to editor of *Times and Seasons* encouraging Saints to leave, 162; Nauvoo city charter, efforts of legislature to repeal (1842), 454, 454n591, 459n614; Nauvoo House Association, incorporation of, 103n593; Nauvoo Legion conflict with state militia (1841), 356; official records, state law on retaining, 61n757; petitions to form new county from parts of Hancock and Adams counties, 364–365, 364n106–364n109; preaching of B. Young and H. C. Kimball in, 84–85; refuse lands, concept of, 446n549; road labor requirements in, 382,
INDEX

James, Charles, *New and Enlarged Military Dictionary* (1802), 459n611
Jared (Book of Mormon figure), 94
Jarvis, Fields: id., 546; acquisition of ferry rights by, 394n260; ferry rights near Shokokon, Ill., offered to JS by, 393–395, 412n69; financial reversals due to Bankruptcy Act, 394; handwriting of, 393
Letter: to JS, 393–395
Jasher, Book of, 23, 23n117
Jasper, Thomas, 46–47, 47n294
Jefferson, Thomas (president of U.S.), 167, 465
Jenson, Andrew, 5, 105, 143, 174, 282, 411, 469, 498–499
Jeremiah (biblical figure), 23, 161
Jerusalem, 350, 351n7, 508–509 (id.)
Jesus: on baptism, 27, 29; baptism of, 31, 332–334, 356–373; greatness of, 368–373; O. Hyde discourse on, 356; keys of the kingdom held by, 370; persecution of, 24; preaching of gospel by, 358–373; O. Hyde discourse on, 356; keys of the kingdom held by, 370; persecution of, 24; preaching of gospel by, 358–373; priesthood lineage of, 358–360, 370n134; prodigal son parable and, 368–372; revelation (1832) on, 359n71, 369n130
John the Apostle: appearing to JS and O. Cowdery, 67, 67n402, 69n417; comforter prophesied by, 169; keys of the kingdom and, 68n408; martyrdom escaped by, 24–25, 24n132
John the Baptist: appearing to JS and O. Cowdery, 67n402; baptisms performed by, xxviii, 28, 31, 332–334, 356–363, 368–373; greatness of, 368–373; O. Hyde discourse on, 356; keys of the kingdom held by, 370; persecution of, 24; preaching of gospel by, 358–373; priestly lineage of, 358–360, 370n134; prodigal son parable and, 368–372; revelation (1832) on, 359n71, 369n130
John the Revelator, 25, 37, 37n216, 62
Jonah (biblical figure), 342, 342n324
Jonathan (biblical figure), 134, 134n751, 352n40, 355, 355n56
Jones, William, 441
Joshua (biblical figure), 36

382n197; Saints preparing to leave, 184n1007; stay and appraisal laws, 476–477, 476n17, 477n22; as “Sucker State,” 340, 340n318
Illinois State Register, 337
Illinois State Supreme Court: T. Ford as former justice on, 302n130; prehearing meeting of justices on, 279–280, 280n24, 284–285, 285n40, 285n41, 302; on problematic property deeds of F. Taylor, 387n216; JS likely intending to bring extradition case before, 302–304, 304n139, 308
Illness. See Health and illness
Improvements, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 417, 417n399
Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan (Stephens, 1841), 87–88, 94–95, 118–120
Independence, Mo.: id., 508; abolitionism, backlash against Saints sparked by church editorial regarding, 130n736; statement justifying plans to force church members out, 89–91, 91n532
Jacob (biblical figure), 30, 161, 351
Jacob, Udney Hay, 246–250, 546 (id.)
Jahn’s Biblical Archaeology, 38–39, 88, 88n520
James (biblical figure), 24, 67, 67n402, 68n408, 170

J

Jackman, Levi, 174, 177, 177n970
Jackson Co., Mo.: id., 508; abolitionism, backlash against Saints sparked by church editorial regarding, 130n736; statement justifying plans to force church members out, 89–91, 91n532
Jacob (biblical figure), 30, 161, 351
Jacob, Udney Hay, 246–250, 546 (id.)
James (biblical figure), 24, 67, 67n402, 68n408, 170

382n197; Saints preparing to leave, 184n1007; stay and appraisal laws, 476–477, 476n17, 477n22; as “Sucker State,” 340, 340n318
Illinois State Register, 337
Illinois State Supreme Court: T. Ford as former justice on, 302n130; prehearing meeting of justices on, 279–280, 280n24, 284–285, 285n40, 285n41, 302; on problematic property deeds of F. Taylor, 387n216; JS likely intending to bring extradition case before, 302–304, 304n139, 308
Illness. See Health and illness
Improvements, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 417, 417n399
Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan (Stephens, 1841), 87–88, 94–95, 118–120
Independence, Mo.: id., 508; J. C. Bennett possibly visiting, 330n277; L. Boggs assassination attempt in, xix
India, 20–21, 173, 173n945
“The Indian Hunter”/“The Indian’s Entreaty,” tune of, 348
Indians, American. See American Indians
Interest rates, 182n1003, 184, 186
Iowa Patriot, 448n565
Iowa Territory: governor enlisted in extradition efforts against JS, 46–47, 46n286; property claims on public lands in, 445n548; records of baptisms of the dead in, 60n369; G. Robinson planning to move to, 197
Irish Americans: Philadelphia, mob violence against black people in, 19n97; “poor paddy” jokes about, 466–467, 466n662
Isaac (biblical figure), 161
Islam, 114, 372, 372n158
Islands, Mississippi River, xxvi, 442–446, 508 (id.)
Isthmus of Darien (Isthmus of Panama), 94, 95n552, 119
Ivins, Charles, 245n277
Ivins, Robert, 586 (chart)
Journals (continued)


J. Tompkins and Co. (Liverpool, England, printing company), 41, 44, 44n280

Jubilee songs composed for wedding anniversary and victory banquet, 318, 329n269, 335–344, 336 (illus.), 423

Jude (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24

K

Kellogg, Hiram, 203n42
Kelsey, Eli, 249n279
Keokuk, Iowa Territory, 46–47, 264n387, 509 (id.)
Kidder, Daniel P., *Mormonism and the Mormons* (1842), 31–32, 31n189

Kidnapping, extradition efforts against JS by Missouri characterized as, 22, 22n112, 156

Kimball, Ethan, 407
Kimball, Heber Chase: id., 546–547; building projects on hill near temple, 462–463, 462n657; deed of M. Hyde held by, 406, 410; M. Hyde purchasing property from, 407; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart); patriarchal blessings book and, 396–397, 397n277

Kimball, J. LeRoy, 151
Kimball, Sarah Ann Whitney. *See* Whitney, Sarah Ann
Kimball, Sarah Melissa Granger, 151, 396, 524–525 (map)
Kimball, Vilate Murray, 322n237

King, Thomas C.: id., 547; efforts to arrest JS, xx, 57n350, 72n437, 80n483, 152, 159n869, 302, 302n128, 306n145, 308, 314n202


Kingsbury, Joseph Corrondor, 543n33

Kingston, Thomas, 44n280

Kirtland, Ohio: id., 509; baptisms and rebaptisms in, 203, 203n45, 204n50, 205, 205n55; conference report of L. Brooks from, 202–206; disaffection and revival in, 202–206; printing office fire in (1838), 174n949; printing press purchased for, 265n397; temple, estimated cost of construction of, 164n900

Knight, Newel, 444, 574

Knight, Vinson, 575

Knowles, Alfred: id., 547; as clerk, 452n76; deed of R. and M. McQueen selling Shokokon, Ill., to JS, 447, 452; and power of attorney for A. Lyman, 452n77, 479, 483

Kolob, 425, 425n447

Koran, 114

Kreymeyer, Christian, 584 (chart)

K

Laban (Book of Mormon figure), 87

Labor unrest in England, 18–20, 155

Lamborn, Josiah, xxii, 333, 339, 339n315, 547–548 (id.)

Lamoreaux, Andrew Losee, 101, 548 (id.)

Lancaster, Ill., 338, 509 (id.)

Land. *See* Property

*Latter Day Saints’ Messenger and Advocate*, 34

Law, Elizabeth Ford Sikes, 317–318, 319 (illus.), 524–525 (map), 548 (id.)

Law, William: dispute over Mississippi River islands and, 444; in First Presidency, 571 (chart); habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208; as Nauvoo city councilor, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); notice published in *Times and Seasons* by, 18; Philadelphia branch and, 436; steam mill of, 122n697; traveling east to counter claims of J. C. Bennett, 46–47, 74n446

Law, Wilson: id., 548; accompanying JS in hiding, 134; and extradition efforts against JS, 7n30,
INDEX
81n489, 190n1042: invitation to banquet from JS and ES, 317–318, 319 (illus.); islands in Mississippi River, dispute with U. Nickerson over ownership of, 442–446; jubilee song composed for banquet, 318, 329n269, 335, 336 (illus.), 337–341; as Nauvoo city councilor, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 458, 458n608, 585 (chart); on plat for city of Nauvoo, 288n62; pre-arranged arrest of JS by, xxii, 277, 302, 308, 311–312, 311n182; properties and residences, 524–525 (map); steam mill of, 122n697 Law Dictionary (Bouvier, 1839), 310n172
Leach, General. See Leech, Samuel
Leander (steamboat), 47n293, 48
Lee, John Doyle, 249
Leech, Samuel: as registrar of Quincy, Ill. land office, 299n116, 399n295; JS depositing funds with, 299n116, 398–399
Legal matters: multiple complaints against Nauvoo residents, 195; power of attorney for A. Lyman, 452n579, 479–483; P. Pratt indicted in Missouri for murder (1839), 329n272; F. Taylor, legal problems with property deeds of, 387n216; J. Tomkins sued over British edition of Book of Mormon, 44n280. See also Copyright; Davis, Amos; Extradition efforts against JS by Missouri; Habeas corpus writs; Hunter, Thomas; Nauvoo Mayor's Court; Nauvoo Municipal Court; Sangamon Co. Circuit Court; Treason
Lehi (Book of Mormon figure), 95
Lehman, Henry, 441
Lentzi, Martin, 441, 441n526
Letterbook 2, 399
Letterbook of Lorenzo Snow, 135n754, 315–317, 495 (id.)
Lewis, Tarlton, 575 (chart)
License, priesthood, 9–11
Lions, ass, and fawn, JS's parable of, 484–490
Liverpool, England: id., 510; account and pay order for goods transported between Nauvoo and, 102–105; British publication and sale of Book of Mormon in, 41–45; fire of 23 Sept. 1842 near Prince's and Waterloo docks, 111–112, 112n612, 112n633; letter from H. Clark and others to JS from, 177–181; W. Rowley letter on missionary efforts in, 86
Liverpool Albion (newspaper), 180n994
Locus sigilli, 143n790, 276n450
London, England: id., 510; Book of Mormon, British copyright for, 42; converts to church in, 138, 138n770; Lorenzo Snow's missionary efforts in, 135–141
Lot (biblical figure), 33
Lowell (Mass.) Courier, 101
Lucie, Malatiah, 176, 176n959
Lucifer. See Satan
 Luke (biblical figure), 24, 28
Lyceum, Nauvoo, 333, 334n295, 396, 396n60
Lyman, Amasa Mason: id., 548–549; in First Presidency, 352n43, 571 (chart); ill health suffered at Shokokon, Ill., 481n749; as Nauvoo city councilor, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 583; power of attorney for, 452n579, 479–483; proselytizing in central Illinois, 84, 85n502, 85n505; in Quorum of the Twelve, xxvi, 350–352, 480n740, 572 (chart); Shokokon, Ill., put in charge of new church settlement at, 346, 480–481, 571; visiting JS while in hiding, 71, 71n427
Lyon, Sylvia Porter Sessions, xxivn27, 148, 538 (id.)
Lyon, Windsor Palmer, 585 (chart), 586 (chart)
M
Magnus Apollo, 456, 456n599
Malachi (biblical figure), 64, 64n388, 69n417, 333
Mammoth and mastodon fossils, American fascination with, 465 (illus.)
Mammoth Hotel, Nauvoo, Ill.: in discourse of JS advancing construction of Nauvoo House and temple, 463, 463n645, 463n647, 467; image of, 465 (illus.); location of, 524–525 (map); and mammoth fossils, 463, 465 (illus.), 467
Manchester, England: id., 510; general conference (15–17 May 1842) in, 136–137, 136n765, 137n766, 137n768
Manes, 14, 15n74, 457, 457n602
Map of Nauvoo, copyright for, 288–293, 290 (illus.)
Margretts, Thomas, 189n1035
Mark (biblical figure), 24, 27
Market, public, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 384–385
Markham, Stephen, 179, 378n186, 549 (id.), 581 (chart)
Marks, William: id., 549–550; complaint of I. Miles against A. Davis, 255; complaint of JS against T. Hunter, 236–239, 239n229; dispute over Mississippi River islands, attendance at ecclesiastical trial regarding, 443–444; and extradition efforts against JS, 308n156; in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart), 586 (chart); as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart); in presidency of stake in Nauvoo, 574 (chart)
Marriage: J. C. Bennett's abandonment of wife, 456n596; divorce, JS's position on, 250; Doctrine and Covenants statement on, reprinted in Times and Seasons, 39, 128–129; of J. Kingsbury and S. Whitney, 54n333. See also Divorce; Plural marriage
Marsh, Thomas Baldwin, 68n408
Masons, 286
Massacre of the Innocents, 24
Matthew (biblical figure): on baptism, 27; non-martyrdom of, 24n132, 25, 25n133
Matthias (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24
Maudsley, Sutcliffe, profile portrait of JS by, 289, 290 (illus.)
Maxcy, James, 309, 311, 311n182
Mayors of Nauvoo: J. C. Bennett, inaugural address of, 418; J. C. Bennett’s resignation as, xix, xxviii; J. C. Bennett’s oath of office taken by JS as mayor, 414–415; W. Phelps as mayor’s clerk, 582 (chart); political involvement, JS expressing desire to withdraw from, 363–365, 374–375; JS as mayor, xxviii–xxix, xxix–xxx, 253, 346, 365n110, 375n175, 385, 396, 414–416, 418–419, 579, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); JS’s interest in second term, 374–376; H. Smith as vice mayor, 579, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); Times and Seasons and Wasp, inaugural mayoral addresses in, 418, 418n409. See also Nauvoo Mayor’s Court
McConkie, Bruce R., 9
McDonald, Jean, 109–110
McFall, Hugh, 12, 16, 16n85, 16n86, 583 (chart)
McKinney, John: id., 550; deed of R. and M. McQueen selling Shokokon, Ill., lots to JS, 447, 451n573, 452; and power of attorney for A. Lyman, 479, 483
McLean, John, 234n205
Mcminds, Ann, 177
Mcminds, James, 177
Mcminds, John, 177
McQueen, Mary P. Crane, 447–452, 480, 550 (id.)
McQueen, Robert, 447–452, 447n554, 448n563, 480, 482, 550 (id.)
McQueen’s Mills, 447–448
McRae, Alexander, 388n69, 583
Medford (vessel), 112n618
Melchizedek priesthood, 30, 67n403, 360
“Meridian of time,” birth and ministry of Jesus occurring in, 429n464
Merivale, Herman, 172
Messenger and Advocate, 34
Methodists, 77n464, 204, 204n51, 358n70, 371, 372n155, 404n327, 468
Micaiah (biblical figure), 23, 23n121, 489
Michael (archangel), 66–67, 66n399, 66n400, 67n404, 67n407
Middleton, Nancy, 184, 184n1013
Middleton, Rubin, 184, 184n1013
Middleton, Stinson, 184, 184n1013
Middleton, William, 184, 184n1013
Migration: of British Saints to Nauvoo, xxix, 86, 102, 103n52, 103n53, 104n356, 110–113, 180n994, 189n1034, 189n1035, 189n1036, 315–316, 376–377; discourse of JS to new migrants to Nauvoo on land purchasing, 188–190; frustrations of new migrants purchasing land in Nauvoo, 189, 189n1034, 189n1035, 189n1036, 190n1039; of new converts from every state to Nauvoo, 166n907
Miles, Daniel Stinson, 573 (chart)
Miles, Ira Simonds, 253, 254–256, 550–551 (id.)
Millennialism: celestial signs of end times, letter of JS to editor of Times and Seasons on, 477–479; of U. Jacob, 246; of W. Miller and Millerites, 18, 19n96, 131, 479n734; period between rise of Antichrist and Second Coming, 227n163; persecution of church and, 33; plentiful harvest, significance of, 131; social unrest and natural disasters around the world, Times and Seasons editorial on, 18–21; Times and Seasons, JS letter to editor on signs of Second Coming in, 346
Millennial Star: abolition and slavery, letter of JS on, 130n763; on J. C. Bennett, 141n760; British copies of Book of Mormon sold by O. Pratt on behalf of, 44, 44n276; editors of, 105n600, 109; poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS published in, 423, 424n441; in Scotland, 114n644
Miller, George: id., 551; on J. C. Bennett, 485n772; as bishop, 575 (chart); children of, 49, 49n304; on extradition efforts against JS, 80n482, 80n484; handwriting of, 45; lumber from Wisconsin for Nauvoo House and temple, securing, 400n297; map of Nauvoo and, 292; on misappropriation of lumber meant for Nauvoo House and temple, 180n992; in Nauvoo House Association, 576–577 (chart); Nauvoo House stock sold by, 103n593; payments on C. Robison bond, 184; T. Reynolds, meeting with/letter to, 46, 46n284, 46n285; as trustee-in-trust after death of JS, 184, 184n1006; R. Young/J. Walsh land sale, as possible security for, 400
Letter: to W. Clayton and JS, 45–49
Miller, Henry William, 577 (chart), 586 (chart)
Miller, Jane, 54n330
Miller, Joanna Youngs, 323n242
Miller, John, 49n304
Miller, Joshua, 49n304
Miller, Mary Fry, 49n304
Miller, Sister (Philadelphia church member), 440–441, 440n517, 441n519
Miller, William, and Millerites, 18, 19n96, 131, 423, 479n734
Mills, Ogden L., 238
Mills in Nauvoo, 122, 122n697
Missions. See Proselytizing
Mississippi River: baptism of ES for health in, 152; baptisms for the dead performed in, 5, 63n383; ferrying rights on, xxx, 347, 393–395, 412n369; ice delaying passage on, 109n621. See also Islands, Mississippi River
Missouri: abolitionism and slavery in, 130n736; J. C. Bennett’s “Joab” letters in *Times and Seasons*, condemning Missouri attacks on Saints, 331n281; death penalty for murder in, 330n276; exaggerated reports of church militiamen burning houses and confiscating property in, 92n541; extermination order issued by L. Boggs, 89, 92–93, 167; free people of color, state laws prohibiting settlement by, 130n736; number of Saints dying in, 164n899; number of Saints expelled from, 92n538; officials condoning mob violence against church members in, 89–94; Quincy abolitionists, *Times and Seasons* editorial on criminal conviction of, 129–130; redress sought for, and enumeration of, losses in, 91, 91n534, 164, 164n898, 401n302; theft charges against JS and other church members, 485, 485n773; treason and other charges (1838 and 1843) against JS and others, 329n272, 330n273, 358, 358n69, 485, 485n773. See also Extradition efforts against JS by Missouri

Mitchel, William, 332n284

Moffet, Levi, 308n156

Molds, as printing tools, 271n426

Money: counterfeiting, Nauvoo city ordinance prohibiting, 461n648; depreciation of currency, 164n903; gold and silver, required payment of taxes, debts, and fines in, 475; Nauvoo city scrip, xxx, 475; scarcity of currency, in Nauvoo, xxx, 233n201, 467n664

Moore, George, 101–102

Mordock, William K., Jr., 495

Morley, Isaac, 84, 584 (chart)

Morley Settlement, Hancock Co., Ill., 84–85, 510 (id.)

*Mormonism and the Mormons* (Kidder, 1842), 31–32, 31n189

*Mormonism Exposed* (Bacheler, 1842), 12n59

*Mormonism in All Ages* (Turner, 1842), 32

*Mormonism Unvailed* (Howe, 1834), 32, 32n194

Morocco leather, for bookbinding, 43n266

Moroni (Book of Mormon figure), 65, 66n396, 66n397

Morris, George Pope, 16, 16n81

Morrison, Arthur, 443, 445

Moses (biblical figure), 23, 30, 33, 36, 68n408, 94, 156, 160, 360, 36n87

Mosheim, Johann Lorenz von, 168–169, 168n919

Municipal Laws, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 417, 417n400

Murdoch, John, 575 (chart)

Music. See Hymns and songs

Muslims. See Islam

N

Native Americans. See American Indians

Nauvoo, Ill.: baptisms for the dead, records of, 58n353, 58n356, 60n370, 61n372, 61n373; British Saints migrating to, xxix, 86, 102, 103n592, 103n594, 104n596, 110–113, 180n994, 189n1034, 189n1035, 189n1036, 315–316, 376–377; cabin passage from Boston to, 472, 472n699; census, attempts to take, 121n690; church officers and officers of church-affiliated organizations in, 574–577 (charts); city officers, 378, 378n184–378n190, 579–582 (chart); city scrip, xxx, 475; copyright for map of, 288–293, 290 (illus.); cost of purchase of land and building of, 164n901; crime in, 377n178; currency, scarcity of, xxx, 233n201, 467n664; ecclesiastical wards in, 60n68, 575; elections, biennial, and inauguration ceremony, xxix–xxx, 346, 414–416, 418–419, 419n413; fees for services, council members and officers requesting, 419, 419n411, 419n412; financial difficulties of, 418; frustrations of purchasing land in, 189, 189n1034, 189n1035, 189n1036, 190n1039; gathering, designated as place of, 120n686; location and surrounding area, 521 (map); new converts migrating from every state to, 166n907; pamphlet of charter and ordinances, 248; petitions to form new county from parts of Hancock and Adams counties, 364; plat, 288n62; political wards, 523 (map); population (1842–1843), 121n690, 377, 377n177; presidency in, 574 (chart); properties and residences, 522 (map), 524–526 (maps); rapid growth of, xxix, 120–123; revelation, established by, 120–123; sickly season, decrease in, 34; steam mills in, 122, 122n697; University of City of Nauvoo, honorary degree for J. G. Bennett, 458, 458n607; wage-labor jobs, shortage of, 189n1034; Wells’s Addition to, 391, 391n239. See also Mayors of Nauvoo; and specific locations, offices, and organizations, e.g. Printing office

Nauvoo city charter: efforts to repeal (1842), 454, 454n591, 459n614; repeal of (1845), and habeas corpus ordinance, 209, 340n319; terms of, 340n319, 378n181, 476n716, 476n721, 579, 583

Nauvoo City Council: J. G. Bennett, granting freedom of the city to, 458n607; T. Carlin petitioned on behalf of JS by, 80n486; committee appointments, 415–418; difficult cases, deciding about, 445n546; discourse of JS on duties of city councilors to people of Nauvoo, 418–419; economic and civic matters, control over, 346; fees for services, 419, 419n411; list of councilors, 579–582 (chart); minute book of, 210, 386; Rules of Order, 416

Nauvoo city ordinances: on city watch/night watch, 383–384, 384n201; counterfeiting, prohibition of, 463n648; on drainage of stagnant/
Nauvoo city ordinances (continued)
standing water, 382, 382n196; economic and civic matters, council's control over, 346; on fire prevention, 383; gambling and gaming, prohibition of, 379, 379n191; gold and silver, required payment of taxes, debts, and fines in, xxx, 475–476, 475n175; on habeas corpus writs, xxxi, 195, 206–222, 212 (illus.), 302n129; on noise, 379; on nuisances, 381–383, 381n194; pamphlet of city charter and ordinances, 248; on public market, 384–385; on religious societies, 237–239, 242n252, 243, 379n193; on religious tolerance, 372n158; on sewers, 381; on sidewalks, 381; on slander, 379, 379n193; on streets and alleys, 380–382, 382n197; temperance ordinance, 251n307, 253, 253n316; on trees lining streets, 380; unruly behavior, efforts to regulate, xxix, 376–378; on vagrancy and disorderly behavior, 236–237, 239, 242, 253n314, 255n328, 257n340

Nauvoo high council: bond covering JS's bankruptcy debt to federal government, 332n282; minute book of, 175, 442–446, 587; O. Olney and, 191–192; organizational chart, 574 (chart); petition to reorganize branch of church at Golden's Point, Ill., 174–177

Nauvoo House: id., 510; appeals by JS for funds for, xxvii; church members outside of Nauvoo encouraged to donate time and materials to building of, 100; collection of donations, xxiv, 98, 98n566, 100, 124n707, 177–181, 466–468, 475; cornerstone, original manuscript of Book of Mormon deposited in, 461; decrease in donations, 123–128, 162n889; discourse of JS on failure to give priority to, xxviii; discourse of JS on importance of completing, 460–468; encouraging donations to building of, in time of opposition, 126; labor of local Saints on building, 98–99, 460; location of, 524–525 (map); G. Miller securing lumber from Wisconsin for, 400n297; misappropriation of lumber meant for, 180n992; revelation on construction of (1841), 8, 103n593, 118n669, 125, 461, 462n616, 576; slowing construction of, 8n35, 122n698, 179n987, 345; stock of, 103, 103n593, 103n594, 124, 467–468, 467n666, 475

Nauvoo House Association: incorporation of, 103n593; members, 576–577 (chart); stock sold by, 103, 103n593, 103n594, 124, 467–468, 467n666, 475

Nauvoo Legion: id., 583; J. A. Bennett and, 12, 71n452, 78n471, 456–459, 584 (chart); J. C. Bennett and, 46–457, 457n601; J. G. Bennett and, 12, 16, 78n471, 79n474, 457–459, 459n168, 585 (chart); and extradition efforts against JS by Missouri, 12, 16–17, 16n84, 16n85, 16n87, 81; Illinois state militia, conflict with (1841), 156; in jubilee songs, 340; New York Herald article on supposed activation of, 12, 16–17, 16n84, 16n85, 16n87, 82n490; numbers in, 72n434; organizational chart, senior officers, 583–586 (chart); training maneuvers, 3n4, 79

Nauvoo lyceum, 333, 334n295, 356, 356n60

Nauvoo mayor's court, xxix, 261–262 (minutes), 579, 587

Nauvoo Municipal Court: expanded habeas corpus ordinance, problematic use of, 209; habeas corpus writs on JS arrest warrant, xx, 72n437, 73, 73n439, 79n479, 302; jurisdiction denied in T. Hunter and A. Davis cases, 239, 239n233, 242, 242n257; organizational chart, 579–582 (chart)

Nauvoo Neighbor, 267n403, 268n409

Nauvoo Post Office: id., 510; interest of JS in being postmaster, 198, 200–201, 201n33, 401; location of, 510; petition of S. Rigdon to retain office of postmaster, 419–421; petition to remove S. Rigdon as postmaster, 198, 200, 23n207, 399–401, 413n777, 420, 461n631; W. Rollosson attempting to obtain postmastership of, 413n777, 420, 461n631; ES complaints about handling of JS's mail, 84n501, 198; JS's dispute with S. Rigdon and G. Robinson over management of, xxv, 71, 71n425, 75, 83, 83n497, 84n501, 95–96, 195–201, 233, 235, 235n207, 294, 399–401, 412–413, 413n777, 420n415, 461n630

Nauvoo Registry of Deeds, 54, 390, 390n235, 581 (chart), 582 (chart)

"Nauvoo Temperance Society," 251–252

Nebuchadnezzar (biblical figure), 36, 167

Nephi (Book of Mormon figure), 66n396, 87–88

Nephites, 87–88, 94

Nepotism of temple building committees, 149, 150n827, 296, 298n107

Nero (Roman emperor), 24–25, 167

Nevis, David, 387–388

New and Enlarged Military Dictionary (James, 1802), 459n611

Newberry, Pa., "Nauvoo Temperance Society" in, 251–252

New Holland. See Australia

New Orleans, La.: id., 511; British migrants traveling through, 42n263, 104n597, 110n622, 111, 111n629, 112n637, 179; customs duties at, 104

Newspapers, 484–490. See also specific newspapers

Newton, Joseph, 441, 441n520


New York City: id., 511; J. C. Bennett and O. Bacheler lecturing in, 12, 15, 15n75, 15n76; discourse of JS to new migrants to Nauvoo from, on land purchasing, 188–190; map of Nauvoo lithographed and printed in, 289;
movement of church in, 15; type purchased from, 268n414

New-York Evangelist, 31–32, 31n189, 129

New York Herald: J. A. Bennet letters defending JS in, 453; J. C. Bennett and, 13n68, 15n75, 15n76, 129n731, 457n78; coverage of JS and Saints by, 423n438; as documentary source, 588; on habeas corpus hearings of JS, 453, 457–458, 484, 488–489, 488n784, 488n789; Nauvoo Legion, article on supposed activation of, 12, 16–17, 16n84, 16n85, 16n87, 82n490; Nauvoo Legion commission of J. G. Bennett mocked in, 78n471; publishing excerpts from Times and Seasons and Wasp, 458n610; sensationalism encouraged in, 487n783; JS letter to J. A. Bennet published in, 75; Eliza Snow and JS poems published in, 423. See also Bennett, James Gordon

New York Spectator, 13n68

New York state, 468n669, 511 (id.)

New York Tribune, 157

Nicholson, Eliza Lowry, 437–439

Nickerson, Levi, 443n535

Nickerson, Uriah Chittendon Hatch, 442–446, 551–552 (id.)

Nicodemus (biblical figure), 29

Night watch/city watch, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 383–384, 384n201

Niles National Register, 496

Noah (biblical figure), 30–31, 33, 58n354, 67n405, 156

Noah, Mordecai, 23n117

Noble, Joseph Bates, 60n369, 586 (chart)

Noise ordinance, 379

Nolle prosequi, 330, 330n274

Nourse, Newell, 192

Nuisances, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 381–383, 381n194

Oath of office taken by JS as mayor, 414–415

Obadiah (biblical figure), 161

Office (JS’s), Nauvoo, 258, 317, 511–512 (id.)

Officers, city of Nauvoo, 378, 378n184–378n190, 379–382 (chart)

Ohio, 468n669, 468n669, 512 (id.)

Ohio (steamboat), 48, 48n300

“Old Fifty” letter to editor of Times and Seasons, 162–167

Olive Branch (Boston newspaper), 131

Olney, Alice Johnson, 193n1060

Olney, Milton, 230n180

Olney, Oliver H.: id., 552; The Absurdities of Mormonism Portrayed (1843), 194n1066; on “Ancient of Days,” 191–192; disciplining of, 191; handwriting of, 191; on U. Jacob pamphlet on polygamy, 250n300; new sect planned by, 192; on plural marriage, 194, 194n1065, 194n1067; properties and residences, 524–525 (map); visions and visitations recounted by, 191

Letter: to JS, 191–194

Opposition: beliefs of JS regarding spread of, 75, 82; J. C. Bennett’s campaign against JS and church inflaming, xix, 588; J. C. Bennett’s letters condemning Missouri attacks on Saints, 331n281; books attempting to discredit JS and the church, Times and Seasons article on, 31–34; Boston Investigator, Times and Seasons response to article about church in, 21–22; W. Cadett, denunciatory letter of, 113–115; contextualized as continuation of persecution of biblical prophets, 158–162; of J. Duncan (governor of Illinois), 77n464, 130n736; in England, 136, 138, 138n773, 180, 180n994; habeas corpus ordinance and rise of, 209; T. Hunter, complaint of maligning JS and church sworn against, 236–238; letter to editor of Times and Seasons on, 162–167; mob violence against church members, Missouri officials condoning, 89–94; in Nauvoo, 195, 236–240; by Presbyterians, 468n669; S. Rigdon, ill health of, from persecutions in Missouri, 96, 96n559; treason and other charges by Missouri against JS and others (1838 and 1843), 329n272, 330n273, 358, 358n69; U.S. liberties and values of, persecution of church not consistent with, 75, 79–82. See also Extradition efforts against JS by Missouri

Oquawka, Ill., 447, 481, 512 (id.)

Ordinances. See Nauvoo city ordinances

Oregon country: English, Russian, and U.S. disputes over, 165, 165n905, 165n906; letter to editor in Times and Seasons addressing relocation to, 163–167; overland travel to, 164n904; U.S. encouragement of settlement in, 164n904

Owings, James Francis: id., 552; affidavit of JS before, 310n174, 312–314; as clerk of U.S. Circuit Court for District of Illinois, 291, 310, 313; copyright for map of Nauvoo recorded by, 291; handwriting of, 288; petition for habeas corpus before, 310

Oxford, England, proselytizing in, 140, 140n778

Oyster houses, as brothels, 437, 437n502, 440–441

P

“Pagan Prophet,” L. Woodworth as, 462, 462n614

Page, John Edward, 48n303, 144, 572 (chart), 586 (chart)

Painesville, Ohio, 205n55, 206, 512 (id.)

Palenque ruins attributed to Nephites, 87–88, 87n15

Panama, Isthmus of (Isthmus of Darien), 94, 95n552, 119

Panic of 1837, 233n201, 251

Parker, Harriet, 54n330

Parker, John Davis, 134, 147, 147n508, 58 (chart)
INDEX

Parks, Emely, 177
Parks, Hiram, 93
Partridge, Edward, 575
Patriarchal blessings book, 345, 395–397
Patriarchs, 571–572 (chart)
Pattee, Benjamin, 316n213
Patten, David Wyman, 404, 404n327
Patten, John, 60n369
Paul (biblical figure): Agrippa, reply to, 76; on baptism, 28–30; on baptisms for the dead, 63–64; on charity, 99; on Gentiles and Jews, 351, 351n37; on hiding of prophets, 161; and keys of the kingdom, 351; martyrdom of, 24; persecution of, 489; philosophy, warning about, 38, 88; on suffering of one member as suffering of church, 159
Pay orders, 102–105, 385–386
Pearl of Great Price, 590–591, 591 (id.)
Peck, Hezekiah, 575 (chart)
Penalties and fines, required payment in gold and silver, xxx, 474–477
Peninsular War, 459n61
Penrose, Charles B., 332n282
Peter (biblical figure): angelic visitations to, 37; appearing to JS and O. Cowdery, 67, 67n402; on baptism, 27–28; keys of the kingdom held by, 24, 27, 63, 68n408; martyrdom of, 24
Petitions: J. C. Bennett, affidavits and petitions against claims of, 171n929; T. Carlin petitioned on behalf of JS, 80n486; to T. Ford, for new arrest warrant for JS to facilitate habeas corpus application, 279–280, 280n23, 284, 287, 307–310; to form new county from parts of Hancock and Adams counties, 364–365, 364n106–364n109; to remove S. Rigdon as postmaster, 198, 200, 235n207, 399–401, 413n777, 420, 461, 461n631; to reorganize branch of church at Golden’s Point, Ill., 174–177; C. Robison/Hancock Co. petitioned for habeas corpus writ in extradition case against JS, 301–308, 303 (illus.); Sangamon Co. Circuit Court, Springfield, Ill., petitioned for habeas corpus writ, 310–312
Petit, John, 487n780
Pharaoh/faro/farobank (gambling card game), 379, 379n191
Pharisaees, 371
Phelps, William Wines: id., 552–553; on abolitionism, 130n736; Boston *Daily Bee* letters, 367n119; on Cumorah, 66n395; handwriting of, 395, 479; as Nauvoo city fire warden, 579, 582 (chart); as Nauvoo mayor’s clerk, 582 (chart); as poet and hymnist, 347; and poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS, 421–435; and power of attorney for A. Lyman, 479–482; as scribe/clerk, 395; JS’s history, working on, 347n18, 422; “Vade Mecum, (Translated,) Go With Me” (poem), 347–349, 423
Philadelphia, Pa.: id., 512; mob violence against black people in, 18, 19n97; Pratt brothers and JS visiting in, 402n307; prostitution problem, branch meeting on, 437, 440–441; O. P. Rockwell in, 244–246; JS on preaching in, 405; Smith’s Beneficial Hall, destruction of, 19n97; special conference (21 Dec. 1842), 438n305
Philip (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24
Philosophical Christians, 14, 14n73
Philosophy, 38, 88–89
Pisgah, 464, 464n652
Pitcher, Thomas, 57n350, 91
Pitman, James M., xx, 80n483, 152, 308, 553 (id.)
Pitt, William, 58 (chart)
Pittsburgh, Pa., 48n303
Planes, as printing tools, 275n444
Plural marriage: J. A. Bennet on allegations regarding, 457; J. C. Bennett allegations regarding, xxiv, 15n76, 39, 128–129, 129n731, 170, 197, 249, 349, 352n41, 457, 457n605, 466, 466n659, 478n731; M. Connor identified as plural wife of G. J. Adams, 321n231; decline in temple donations attributed to opposition to, 149n820; Doctrine and Covenants statement on marriage disallowing, 39, 128–129; financial support of plural wives, 54, 54n333; land transactions of JS involving plural wives, xxivn27, 54; marriages of JS’s plural wives to other men, 54n333; notice of JS in *Times and Seasons* disavowing pamphlet advocating polygamy, 246–250; O. Olney on, 194, 194n1061, 194n1067; overview of circumstances regarding, xxiv–xxvi; polygamy, distinguished from, 39n249; post office dispute and, xxv, 95–96; practiced by JS, xxiv–xxvi, xxivn27, 95n556, 96, 249n298; rumors about, 466, 478; secrecy of, xxiv, 54n333, 128, 249n298, 466; sexual misconduct, distinguished from, 129n731; W. Smith teachings condemned by John Taylor, 249n296
Poems: F. Faber, “The Signs of the Times,” in *Times and Seasons*, 118; of G. Morris, 16, 16n81; W. Phelps, “Vade Mecum, (Translated,) Go With Me,” 347–349, 423; JS, poetic abilities of, 347–348, 422; JS, poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by, 421–435; Eliza Snow, “To He Knows Who” (1856), 154n847; Eliza Snow poem of comfort to JS, 150–155
Police, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 416, 416n398
Politics: disinterested public servant, American ideal of, 375, 375n172; impact of church members as voting bloc, xxi, 116n653, 374n170; JS
INDEX

involvement in, 363–365, 374–375. See also Mayors of Nauvoo
Polygamy. See Plural marriage
Pope, Nathaniel: id., 553; daughter attending JS
hearing, 341, 341n322; extradition hearing presided over by, xxii, xxiii (illus.), 278, 313, 328, 330n275, 361n97, 454n90, 488n784, 488n787; in jubilee songs, 338, 343; petition for habeas corpus warrant presented to, 311
Population (1842–1843): global, 170n925; in Nauvoo, 121n690, 377, 377n177; total membership of church, 164n902
Post office: free mailing of newspapers, 100–101, 101n579; interest of JS in being Nauvoo postmaster, 198, 201, 201n33, 401; petitioned by S. Rigdon to retain office of Nauvoo postmaster, 410–421; petitioned to remove S. Rigdon as Nauvoo postmaster, 198, 200, 235n207, 399–401, 431n377, 420, 461, 461n631. See also Nauvoo post office
Post Office Act (1792), 101n579
Poverty and the poor, 111–112, 111n627, 227
Power of attorney for A. Lyman, 452n579, 479–483
Pratt, Mary Ann Frost, 112n631, 137, 553 (id.)
Pratt, Nathan, 112n631
Pratt, Olivia, 112n631
Pratt, Orson: id., 553–554; daughter attending JS
hearing, 341, 341n322; extradition hearing presided over by, xxii, xxiii (illus.), 278, 313, 328, 330n275, 361n97, 454n90, 488n784, 488n787; in jubilee songs, 338, 343; petition for habeas corpus warrant presented to, 311
Pratt, Parley Parker: id., 554–555; account and pay order for goods transported between Nauvoo and Liverpool, 102–105; British mission of, 112n631, 402; British publication and sale of Book of Mormon, accounting for, 41–45; on British Saints wishing to migrate to Nauvoo, 86, 110–113; and collection of donations for temple in England, 178–179; on cost of goods in U.S. compared with costs in England, 103n590; escape from prison in Missouri (1839), 402; family of, 112n631; handwriting of, 41, 110; H. C. Kimball reporting on teachings of JS and disaffection of O. Pratt to, 402n308; memoir of, as documentary source, 588; Millennial Star edited by, 105n600, 109; murder charges in Missouri against (1838), 329n272, 388n69, 402; in Nauvoo Legion, 486 (chart); poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS, assisting with, 423; presidency of church in Europe, 135, 178, 181n998, 317n124, 317n125, 578 (chart); in Quorum of the Twelve, 572 (chart); Quorum of the Twelve, asking for counsel from, 411; returning to U.S. from England, 111–112, 179; Shokokon, Ill., settlement proposal and, 413, 447; signature of, 102; on JS preaching at McQueen’s Mills, 448n559; Lorenzo Snow and, 135–137, 315, 315n206; spirits, instructions of JS on discerning, 346, 403–405; visiting with JS in Philadelphia and Washington DC, 402n307; wage-labor jobs for British migrants, warned regarding shortage of, 189n1034; T. Ward as clerk for, 109
Letters: to JS, B. Young, and H. C. Kimball, 41–45; to JS, First Presidency, and Quorum of the Twelve, 110–113
Pratt, Parley Parker Jr., 112n631
Pratt, Sarah Marinda Bates: id., 555; alleged marriage proposal from JS, 349, 352, 352n41; distress of O. Pratt over rumored involvement with JS and J. C. Bennett, xxv–xxvi, 330n275, 331n279, 349–350, 572; divorce and remarriage, JS advising to undertake, 352; Doctrine and Covenants, preparation of, 403n322; healing for C. Adams, 403n322, 403n323, 471n691; as Nauvoo city councilor, 416–417, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); new extradition efforts of Missouri against JS, J. C. Bennett attempting to instigate, 327–329, 331–332, 331n279, 354; public resolution praising JS opposed by, xxvi, 350; in Quorum of the Twelve, xxvi, 480n740, 572 (chart); Quorum of the Twelve considering standing of, 349–353 (minutes); rebaptism of, 345, 350, 353; return to church in 1843, 572; Shokokon, Ill., settlement proposal and, 413; spirits, instructions of JS on discerning, 346, 403–405; temporarily removed from Quorum of the Twelve, xxvi, 572; visiting with JS in Philadelphia and Washington DC, 402n307; B. Young and JS blaming wife for troubles of, 352, 352n40
Prayer, 368, 444
Preaching: of O. Hyde at service with JS in Springfield for extradition hearing, 333; letter of B. Young and H. C. Kimball to JS as editor of Times and Seasons, on preaching schedule in central Illinois, 84–85; Philadelphia, JS on preaching in, 405; proposal of JS for himself, Quorum of the Twelve, and H. Smith to
Preaching (continued)

preach throughout U.S., England, and Jerusalem, 350, 351n377; of S. Rigdon on healing of daughter and rumors of denying testimony, 95–98. See also Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Discourses

INDEX

Presidency of the high priesthood. See First Presidency

Press, 484–490, 487n783. See also specific newspapers

Priesthood: Aaronic priesthood, 69n417, 358–360; baptism for the dead and teachings on, 58, 58n354, 62, 65n390, 68; O. Cowdery, JS, and others instructed in, 67n403, 69n417; John the Baptist, priesthood lineage of, 358–360, 370n134; license for W. Somerville, 9–11; Melchizedek priesthood, 30, 67n403, 360; new doctrine on, predicted, 8, 8n39. See also First Presidency

Priesthood keys: archangel Michael and, 66n399, 67n404; baptisms for the dead and teachings on, 58, 58n354, 62, 65n390, 68; O. Cowdery, JS, and others instructed in, 67n403, 69n417; John the Baptist, priesthood lineage of, 358–360, 370n134; license for W. Somerville, 9–11; Melchizedek priesthood, 30, 67n403, 360; new doctrine on, predicted, 8, 8n39. See also First Presidency

Property: J. Bernhisel giving land in Nauvoo to JS, 70, 70n424, 72; bond from C. Robison to sell land to JS, 183–185; H. Clark’s land purchase from JS, 178, 178n980, 180n989; discourse of JS to new migrants to Nauvoo on land purchasing, 188–190; documentary sources, land records as, 587; frustrations of purchasing land in Nauvoo, 189, 189n1034, 189n1035, 189n1036, 190n1039; Hotchkiss purchase, 231–235, 293–295; of E. Hunter in Chester Co., Pa., 400, 400n298; M. Hyde, property deeded by JS to, 407, 407n1444; O. and M. Hyde, deeding city lot to church from, 406–410; Illinois, depreciated land values in early 1840s in, 300n119; islands in Mississippi River, dispute over ownership of, xxvi, 442–446; R. and M. McQueen, deed selling Shokokon, Ill., lots to JS, 447–452, 480; Nauvoo temple construction, property apparently donated for, 365–367; plural wives, land transactions of JS involving, xxiv, xxivn27, 54; promissory notes to C. Robison for land sold to JS, 185–188; purchases of land by JS, xxx, 346–347; refuse lands, concept of, 445–446, 446n549; O. P. Rockwell, lot in Nauvoo deeded to children of, 245; Shokokon, Ill., land purchased for, xxx, 346, 447–452; speculation and speculators, xxx; F. Taylor, JS receiving gift of land from, 346, 387–388; temple land, deed from D. and E. Wells for, 366, 388–393; trustee-in-trust for church, JS as, xxix, xxxii; upper stone house, Nauvoo, Ill., sale of, 467–468, 467n666; S. Whitney, deed to, for property in Nauvoo, 55–56; R. Young selling land to JS as agent for J. Walsh, 299–301, 398–401

Prophecy. See under Gifts of the Spirit

Proselytizing: countering assertions of J. C. Bennett, xxiv, 74n446, 84; international expansion, 1739n445; proposal of JS for himself, Quorum of the Twelve, and H. Smith to preach throughout U.S., England, and Jerusalem, 350, 351n377; of B. Young and H. C. Kimball, 84–85. See also Preaching; and under specific persons and places

Prostititution: nuisance ordinance applied to brothels, 381n194; oyster houses as brothels, 437, 437n502, 440–441; of Philadelphia branch member, 437, 440–441
Reynolds, Thomas (continued)

meeting with, 46, 46n284, 46n285; requisition for extradition of JS issued by, xix–xx, 12, 46n284, 46n286, 309n165, 311n182, 339n314, 488n785; reward for capture of JS, 4

Rich, Charles Coulson, 443–444, 574 (chart), 580 (chart), 583, 586 (chart)


Richards, Jennetta Richards, 459, 459n615, 555–556 (id.)

Richards, Levi: id., 556; British migrants to Nauvoo accompanied by, 103n594, 109, 111–112; extradition hearing ruling and, xxiv; presidency of church in Europe, 578 (chart); Lorenzo Snow’s return to Nauvoo and, 315n206; Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, delivering copies of Book of Mormon intended for, 138, 138n771

RICHARDS, WILLARD: id., 556; image of, xxxi (illus.)

church activities
J. A. Bennett and, 13n67, 14n71, 14n73, 75–76, 76n461, 83n494, 115n651, 453, 454n593, 459, 459n615, 588; on J. C. Bennett, 485n772; Boston Daily Bee letters, 367, 367n119; eastern U.S., mission to, 289; jubilee song composed for banquet, 318, 329n269, 335, 336 (illus.), 337–338; and O. Pratt reinstatement at meeting of the Twelve, 351; in Quorum of the Twelve, 572 (chart)

CIVIL, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
“courtroom,” room in JS’s home referred to as, 335n46; on discourse of JS on duties of city councilors to people of Nauvoo, 418–419; and extradition efforts against JS, xxiv, 277, 280, 283–284, 286–287, 291, 308n16, 331n278; T. Ford, meeting with, 116n653; inventory and appraisal of printing office, 265, 273 (illus.); map of Nauvoo, creation of, 288–291, 290 (illus.), 292n78; Nauvoo City Council Minute Book in possession of, 496; as Nauvoo city councilor, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 586 (chart); new county from parts of Hancock and Adams counties, opposition to, 364n109; on post office dispute, 399; and power of attorney for A. Lyman, 479, 482; purchasing printing office from E. Robinson on behalf of JS, 266n402; Shokokon, Ill., settlement proposal and, 413; temperance society, on forming, 251n307

FAMILY AND PERSONAL
illness of, 334, 357; JS’s opinion of, 75–76, 76n460; as Thomsonian doctor, 494n6

Rigdon, Elizabeth, healing of and reported prophecies by, 95–97

Rigdon, John, 96n559

Rigdon, Nancy: plural marriage, JS allegedly proposing, xxv, 95n556, 96, 97n563, 197, 328n263; reproved in reported prophecies of E. Rigdon, 97

Rigdon, Sarah, 97, 97n562

RIGDON, SIDNEY: id., 556–557

church activities
discourse on healing of daughter and rumors of denying testimony, 95–98; estimate of losses of church members in Missouri by, 91n534; in First Presidency, 571 (chart)

CIVIL, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
J. C. Bennett and, xxv, 197, 327–332, 350; extradition efforts of Missouri against JS, correspondence with J. Butterfield on, 283, 283n34, 331n278; Missouri charges of treason and other offenses against (1838), 388n69; as Nauvoo city attorney, 581 (chart), 582 (chart); Nauvoo post office, dispute over management of, xxx, 70, 71n425, 75, 79n472, 83, 84n501, 95–96, 195–201, 233, 235, 235n207, 294, 399–401, 412–413, 431n777, 420n415, 468n630; new extradition efforts of Missouri against JS, J. C. Bennett attempting to instigate, 327–332, 354; petition to remove as postmaster, 198, 200, 235n207, 399–401, 431n777, 420, 464, 468n631; petition to retain office as postmaster, 419–421

CORRESPONDENCE
Letter: to JS, 419–421
FAMILY AND PERSONAL
estrangement from JS, xxv, 95–98, 197, 328, 328n263, 331n278, 422, 480n740, 571; ill health of, 96, 96n559, 331n278; D. Kidder attributing Book of Mormon to, 31n189; oratory ability praised, 96n560; reconciliation with JS, xxv, 345, 415, 415n388, 480n740; vision of heaven experienced with JS (1832), 421–422

FINANCES AND PROPERTY
Hotchkiss purchase, 231–233, 235; location of properties and residences, 524–525 (map)

Riggs, John, 228
Ripley, Alanson, 378n185, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)
Road labor requirements in Illinois, 382, 382n197

Robinson, Ebenezer: id., 558; deed donating land to church certified by, 406–407, 409; stereotype foundry and bookbindery established by, 264; *Times and Seasons* and printing office purchased by JS from, xxviii, 17, 263, 266n402; *Times and Seasons* edited by, 263, 497, 499

Robinson, George W.: id., 558; J. C. Bennett, as association with, 83, 97n563, 197–198, 201n35, 235n207; estrangement from JS, xxv, 95, 97, 97n563, 197, 200; eye teeth, predicted loss of, 97; Iowa Territory, plans to move to, 197; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); Nauvoo post office, dispute over management of, xxv, 70, 71n425, 75, 79n472, 83, 84n501, 95–96, 195–201, 233, 235, 235n207, 294, 399–401, 412–413, 413n377, 420n415, 461n630; public letters in Sangamo Journal and Quincy Whig, 198, 201n36, 264n387; on public reading of JS letter to J. A. Bennett, 75–76; E. Rigdon’s reported prophecy about, 95, 97; testifying on behalf of JS, 197n14; on Wasp editorialship, 264n87

Letter: from JS, 196–199; to JS, 199–201

Robison, Chauncey: id., 558; bankruptcy of JS and, 182n1004; bond to sell land to JS, 183–185; deeds certified by, 388, 390, 393, 406, 409, 410n357; as Hancock Co. master in chancery, 301, 406, 410n357; handwriting of, 183, 185, 187; petitioned for writ of habeas corpus, 301–308, 303 (illus.); promissory note from JS for sale of land, 185–187

Robinson, Lewis, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)
Rochester (N.Y.) Observer, 32
*Rochester (N.Y.) Republican*, 32n200

Rockwell, Caroline, 245n276
Rockwell, Emily, 245n276
Rockwell, Luana Beebe, 245n276
Rockwell, Orrin DeWitt, 245n276

Rockwell, Orrin Porter: id., 558; accused by J. C. Bennett of assassination attempt against L. Boggs, xix, xx, 4, 244; affection of JS for, 244; arrest efforts against, xx, 4, 46, 244, 301–302, 305–306, 306n146; illiteracy of, 245; petition for writ of habeas corpus, 305; property in Nauvoo deeded to children of, 245; return to Nauvoo, 245n272, 245n277; store account settled by, 244n270

Letter: to JS, 243–246, 442n529

Rockwell, Sarah, 245n276

Rockwood, Albert Perry, 584 (chart)

Rocky Mountains, 164n904

Rogers, David: id., 558–559; G. J. Adams’s confession of adultery and, 147, 323n241, 471n689; handwriting of, 143; portraits of JS and ES, 145 (illus.); visiting JS at home of E. Hunter, 70

Letter: to JS, 143–148, 152n844

Rollosson, William H., 413n777, 420–421, 420n418, 461, 461n631

Roman Catholics: J. G. Bennett, Catholicism of, 459, 459n612; Philadelphia, mob violence against black people in, 19n97; religious liberty and toleration of, 77n464, 372n158, 468

*Rosale* (steambot), 48, 48n298

Roundy, Elizabeth J. D., 229

Roundy, Shadrach, 229–231, 378n189, 559 (id.), 584 (chart)

Rovley, William, 86

Rubbish, Nauvoo city ordinance on disposal of, 381–383

Ein Ruf aus der Wüste (A cry out of the wilderness; Hyde, 1842), 172, 172n940

Rumors: of G. J. Adams’s adulterous affair with M. Connor, 321n231; of adultery of G. J. Adams, 469–474; Canada, of JS fleeing to, 131–132, 163; in church in 1843, 404, 464n650, 466; of A. Davis’s tavern being used as base for extradition, 241; Nauvoo temple building committee, of financial improprieties regarding, 123, 148; newspapers circulating, 156–157; about plural marriage, 466, 478; political involvement, of interest of JS in, 365n110; O. Pratt’s distress over S. Pratt’s rumored involvement with JS and J. C. Bennett, xxv–xxvi, 113n639, 328n263, 349–350, 572; revelation warning H. S. Kimball against spreading, 396n274; S. Rigdon refuting rumors of denying testimony, 95–98

Russell, Daniel, 225
Russell, Isaac, 194n1064
Russell, Samuel, 225, 235n153, 227

Russia, 165, 165n905, 165n906, 459, 470n681

S

Sadducees, 371

Salem, Mass., 77n467, 171, 171n933

Salem witch trials, 170, 171n930

*Sangamo Journal*: id., 497; on J. Adams, 286; on J. C. Bennett lecture tour, 329n270; J. C. Bennett letters in, 13n68, 15n76, 39n248, 128n726, 485n771, 486n776, 486n777; on disaffection of
Sangamon Journal (continued)

Sherwood, Henry Garlick: id., 559; accompanying JS to Springfield for extradition hearing, 308n156; habeas corpus petition and, 304; as Nauvoo city marshal, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); as Nauvoo city tax assessor/collector, 579, 581 (chart); on Nauvoo high council, 574 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); as Nauvoo market master, 582 (chart); and petition for writ of habeas corpus for JS, 308; JS and O. P. Rockwell released into custody of, 302, 306n146; subpoenas in complaint against A. Davis by I. Miles served by, 259, 262; warrant for arrest of A. Davis docketed by, 256

Shokokon, Ill.: id., 513; church abandonment of, 481; deed of R. and M. McQueen, selling lots to JS, 447–452, 480; J. Duncan purchasing plots from R. McQueen, 447n554; ferrying rights near, 3xx, 347, 393–395, 421n669; health hazards of site of, 3xx, 447, 481, 481n748, 481n749; land purchased for, 3xx, 346, 447–452; later sale of plots by R. McQueen, 448n563; lots purchased by JS and church, 449 (map); A. Lyman put in charge of new church settlement at, 436, 480–481, 571; power of attorney for A. Lyman, 452n759, 479–483; Quorum of the Twelve meeting on new church settlement in, 411–413 (minutes); JS and J. Cowan surveying Shokokon community, 394, 413n376

Sickness. See Health and illness

Sidewalks, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 381

Sidney (vessel), 110, 110n622, 111, 112n638

Simeon (biblical figure), martyrdom of, 24

Simon Magus (biblical figure), 32, 32n196

Simon Magnus (biblical figure), 32, 32n196

Singing and songs. See Hymns and songs

Sister Hollys.

Slaughtering, as public nuisances, 381n194

Slander, city ordinance addressing, 379, 379n193

Sister Hollys.

Slaughterhouses, as public nuisances, 381n194

Slavery. See Abolitionism and slavery

Sloan, James: id., 559–560; baptisms for the dead recorded by, 58–59, 60n167, 61n172; church meetings in home of, 332n284; habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208–209, 220n127; handwriting of, 9, 206, 236, 241, 257, 259, 261, 261n170, 376, 385, 414–415, 495; as Nauvoo city notary public, 579, 581 (chart), 582 (chart); as Nauvoo city recorder and clerk of Municipal Court, xxxii, 236–239, 242, 253, 255, 255n230, 256, 258, 260–261, 377, 385–386, 414–416, 580 (chart), 581 (chart), 587–588; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); pay order for, for services as city recorder, 385–386; priesthood license for W. Somerville issued by, 9–11; properties and residences, 524–525 (map); as scribe/clerk, xxxii, 58, 60n167, 209–210, 236, 238, 253, 255, 259n355; signature of, 206

Smalling, Cyrus, 396, 396n270
INDEX

Smith, Alvin (brother of JS), 422, 530 (chart)
Smith, Amanda Barnes, 80n486
Smith, Bathsheba Bigler, 85n503, 85n505, 85n506
Smith, Caroline Grant (sister-in-law of JS), 154n850, 530 (chart)
Smith, Charles, 447
Smith, Don Carlos (brother of JS), 263, 497, 499, 530 (chart)
SMITH, EMMA HALE (wife of JS; ES in this index): id., 560; in pedigree chart of JS, 530
church activities
baptism for health, 152; Female Relief Society of Nauvoo, as president of, 577 (chart); greeting British migrants to Nauvoo, 316
civil and political affairs
complaints about post office handling of JS’s mail, 84n501, 198; lobbying T. Carlin to deny extradition of JS, 13n66, 72n432, 80n486, 151, 195
correspondence
Letter to: S. Bennet, 12–13, 13n66, 456, 456n595
family and personal
J. A. Bennet sending best wishes to, 459; illness in fall 1842, 4, 151–152, 153 (illus.), 154, 154n849; letters of Eliza Snow to JS intercepted by, 154n846; Nauvoo home, 508 (id.), 524–525 (map); D. Rogers portrait of, 145 (illus.); wedding anniversary and victory banquet, 317–318
Smith, George Albert (cousin of JS): id., 560; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); and O. Pratt reinstatement at meeting of the Twelve, 351; proselytizing in central Illinois, 84, 85n503, 85n505, 85n506; in Quorum of the Twelve, 572 (chart); Shokonok, Ill., settlement proposal and, 413; visiting JS while in hiding, 71, 71n427
SMITH, HYRUM (brother of JS): id., 561; in pedigree chart of JS, 530
church activities
calling for mission against assertions of J. C. Bennett, xxiv; at conference of 29 Aug. 1842, 100; in First Presidency, 571 (chart); on mission to eastern U.S., 175; as patriarch, 571–572 (chart); Philadelphia branch and, 436–442; and O. Pratt reinstatement at meeting of the Twelve, 350–351; proposal of JS for himself, Quorum of the Twelve, and H. Smith to preach throughout U.S., England, and Jerusalem, 350, 351n37; traveling east to counter claims of J. C. Bennett, 46–48, 488n301, 70, 74; 74n446; urging elders to collect donations for Nauvoo House and temple, 98n566; on wage-labor jobs for British migrants, 189n1034
CIVIL, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
J. C. Bennett attempting to instigate new extradition of, 329; A. Davis, subpoena to serve on trial of, 254, 257–259, 262, 262n378; dispute over Mississippi River islands and, 443–444; and extradition efforts against JS, 277, 279–280, 284, 286–287, 308n156; T. Ford, meeting with, 116n653; habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208; indictment in Missouri for treason (1839), 329n272; U. Jacob pamphlet denounced by, 249; Missouri charges of treason and other offenses against (1838), 358n69; as Nauvoo city councilor, 417, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); as vice mayor of Nauvoo, 579, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)
correspondence
FINANCES AND PROPERTY
bankruptcy proceedings, 279n120, 283–284, 291; Hotchkiss purchase, 231; location of properties and residences, 524–525 (map); purchases of land, xxx; upper stone house, sale of, 467n666
Smith, John (uncle of JS), 73n440, 530
Smith, Joseph, III (son of JS), 446n552, 530 (chart)
SMITH, JOSEPH, JR. (JS in this index): chronology for Sept. 1842–Feb. 1843, 488n301, 502–504; S. Maudsley profile portrait of, 289, 290 (illus.); pedigree chart, 530 (chart); D. Rogers portrait of, 145 (illus.); timeline, xiv; B. West profile image of, xxiii (illus.)
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
appealing for funds to construct Nauvoo House and temple, xxvii; delivering discourses at home, xxviii, 332; desire to withdraw from temporalities of, 365n111; disciplinary matters, xxvi–xxvii; greeting British migrants to Nauvoo, 316; as president of church, 571 (chart); as trustee-in-trust for church, xxix, xxxii
CIVIL, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
abstention from voting in Nauvoo elections, 414n877; affidavit of A. Davis against JS claiming prejudice, 259–261; A. Davis, complaint sworn out by I. Miles against, for slander, 253–261, 254; A. Davis, complaint sworn out by JS against, 245–246, 379n193; dispute over Mississippi River islands, attendance at ecclesiastical trial regarding, 443–446, 446n549; T. Hunter, complaints sworn out against, 236–240; incarceration in Clay Co. (1839), 71n34; interest in
SMITH, JOSEPH, JR. (continued)
being postmaster, 198, 201, 201n33, 401; as lieutenant general of Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); as mayor of Nauvoo, xxviii–xxix, xxix–xxx, 253, 346, 365n110, 377n175, 385, 396, 414–416, 418–419, 579, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); Missouri charges of treason and other offenses against (1838 and 1843), 329n272, 330n273, 358, 388n69; Nauvoo city habeas corpus ordinance and, 209–210; Nauvoo post office dispute, xxv, 70, 71n425, 75, 79n472, 83, 84n501, 95–96, 195–201, 231, 235, 235n207, 294, 399–401, 412–413, 413n77, 420n45, 468n630; as Nauvoo registrar of deeds, 581 (chart), 582 (chart); political involvement, letter to editor declaring withdrawal from, 363–365, 374–375; political involvement, rumored interest in, 365n110. See also Extradition efforts against JS by Missouri

CORRESPONDENCE


DISCOURSES


FAMILY AND PERSONAL

David (biblical figure), JS compared to, 134, 134n751, 352n40; death,-presentiments of, 361, 361n97; J. F. Edgerton offering to do portrait of, 52; illness of ES in fall 1842, 4, 151–152, 153 (illus.), 154, 154n849; Nauvoo home, 508 (id.), 524–525 (map); on oratory abilities of S. Rigdon, 98n60; plural marriage, practice of, xxv–xxvi, xxvin27, 95n56, 96, 249n298; poetic abilities, 347–348, 422; poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven, 346, 348, 421–435; religious revivalism, early experience of, 468n669; reportedly adapting conversation to the company, 101–102; room in home referred to as “courtroom,” 333n46; severe pain in left side (Oct. 1842), 150n827, 152; M. Smith on rumored involvement of S. Pratt with JS and J. C. Bennett, 321n42; wedding anniversary and victory banquet, 317–318

FINANCES AND PROPERTY

bankruptcy proceedings, xxx–xxxii, 182n1004, 231–235, 277, 283–284, 293–294, 332n282; Hotchkiss purchase, 231–233; Nauvoo, properties and residences in, 524–525 (map); properties and residences in U. S., xv (map); on refuse lands, 445–446, 446n549; C. Robinson, land transaction with, 183–188; F. Taylor, JS receiving gift of land from, 346, 387–388; as trustee-in-trust for church, xxix. See also Office (JS’s), Nauvoo; Store (JS’s store), Nauvoo

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING

Book of Mormon, involvement in printing of, 248, 248n292; as editor of Times and Seasons, xxviii, 17–18, 179n40, 26, 84, 84n501, 86, 118, 119, 155, 158, 196, 222–224, 223 (illus.), 497, 499; initiation of sale of printing office to J. Taylor, 266, 500; of U. Jacob pamphlet on polygamy, 246–250; leasing of printing office to J. Taylor and W. Woodruff, xxviii, 196, 222, 262–276, 499–500; Nauvoo charter and ordinances, involvement in printing of, 248; press, JS’s critique of, 484–490; purchase of printing office from E. Robinson, xxviii, 17, 263, 266n402; valedictory message of JS on editorship of Times and Seasons, 483–490; Wasp probably owned by, 264

RECORD KEEPING

handwriting of, 132, 133 (illus.), 212 (illus.); as Nauvoo registrar of deeds, 581 (chart), 582 (chart); signature of, 55, 206, 238, 262, 301, 307, 385, 414, 479

SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES

desire to withdraw from temporalities and devote himself to, 365n111; vision of heaven (1832), 346, 348, 421–435
TRAVEL AND RELOCATION

properties and residences in U.S., xv (map); in Washington DC, 960n960

VIEWS AND TEACHINGS

on abolitionism and slavery, 130n736; on baptisms for the dead, xxvii, 4–6, 8, 56–69, 118; on fighting in Nauvoo, 444n393; on four types of baptism, 353n45; on keys of the kingdom, 68n408; on kingdom of God and baptism of John, 332–334; on priests and priesthood, 8, 8n39, 58, 58n354, 62, 65n390, 68; spirits, on discernment of, 346, 403–405

Smith, Joseph, Sr. (father of JS): death of, 571; as patriarch, 571; patriarchal blessings book stolen from, 396, 396n270; in pedigree chart of JS, 530 (chart); poetic lines by JS about, 422

Smith, Joseph Fielding, 188, 501

Smith, Mary Ettie Coray, 352n42

Smith, Samuel Harrison (brother of JS), 530 (chart), 575 (chart), 580 (chart), 584 (chart)

Smith, William B. (brother of JS): J. A. Bennet on, 459; as editor of Wasp, 248–249, 249n296, 263, 265; Illinois legislature addressed by, 459n614; implicated in J. C. Bennett’s promiscuity, 249n298; U. Jacob pamphlet on polygamy, possible responsibility for, 248–249, 249n296, 249n298; as Nauvoo city councilor, 579, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); in pedigree chart of JS, 530 (chart); plural marriage and, 249n296, 249n298; in printing office, 248–249, 249n296; in Quorum of the Twelve, 572 (chart)

Smut machine, 468, 468n669

Snider, Sister, 332n284

Snider/Snyder, John: id., 561–562; account and pay order requesting payment to, 103n594, 104; British migrants to Nauvoo accompanied by, 103n594, 111–112, 111n629; dispute over Mississippi River islands, attendance at ecclesiastical trial regarding, 444, 444n453; letter of P. Pratt possibly brought to Nauvoo by, 111; mission to England, 104n598, 109, 137n768, 468; in Nauvoo House Association, 104n598, 468, 576–577 (chart); Nauvoo House stock sold by, 103n593; in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart); Lorenzo Snow and, 157

Snow, Elizabeth, 151

Snow, Eliza Roxcy: id., 562; boarding with JS and ES, 151, 524; fame as poet, 152n845; in Female Relief Society of Nauvoo, 151, 577 (chart); handwriting of, 150; illness of ES and, 151–152, 153 (illus.); 154; image of, 153 (illus.); journal kept by, 588; jubilee song composed for banquet, 318, 329n269, 335, 336 (illus.); 337, 341–344, 423; letterbook of Lorenzo Snow, access to, 495; letters, poems functioning as, 154; letters to JS intercepted by ES, 154n846; lobbying T. Carlin to deny extradition of JS, 80n486, 151; as plural wife of JS, xxivn27, 151, 153 (illus.); poem of comfort to JS, 150–155; poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS, assisting with, 423; as scribe/clerk, xxii, 6, 59, 75, 188, 588; “To He Knows Who” (poem), 154n847, 155n851

Snow, Erastus, 171n933

Snow, Lorenzo: British migrants led to Nauvoo by, 315–316; contemplating return to Nauvoo, 315–316, 315n206; handwriting of, 315, 495; as high priest, 316n212; letterbook, 135–141, 135n754, 495 (id.); planned return to Nauvoo, 136n762, 140–141; presidency of church in Europe, 578 (chart); on proselytizing in England, 135–141; recommendation from T. Ward and H. Clark for, 315–317; Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, copies of Book of Mormon intended for, 136, 138, 138n771, 139 (illus.)

Letter: to JS, 135–141

Snow, Lucius, 151

Snyder, John. See Snider/Snyder, John

Soby, Leonard, 444, 574 (chart), 585 (chart)

Socialists, 423

Society of Friends. See Quakers

Sodom and Gomorrah, 24, 33, 36, 357

Soles, Benjamin, 228

Solomon (biblical figure), 31–32, 88, 158–159, 161

Somerville, William, 9–11, 562 (id.)

Songs and singing. See Hymns and songs

Southworth, Edward, 231

Southworth, Wells, 115, 231

Spafford, Belle S., 151

Spafford, Belle S., 151

Spalding, Solomon, 311n89

Sparr, Mr., 19

Spencer, Daniel, 417, 562 (id.), 581 (chart)

Spencer, Orson: id., 562–563; church meetings in home of, 332n284; complaint of JS against T. Hunter, 237, 239; criminal laws, on committee to prepare, 377; habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208; as Nauvoo city councilor, 416–417; as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)

Spencer, William Wellington, 575 (chart)

Spirits: dove, sign of the, 369, 369n133; early discourses of JS on, 404n328, 404n350; instructions given by JS on discerning, 346, 403–406; Protestant beliefs about, in eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 402–403; resurrected personalities vs. spirits of just men made perfect before resurrection, xxviii, 403–405. See also Angels; Satan

Springfield, Ill.: id., 513; church members traveling to, to consult about bankruptcy/extradition, 277, 279, 283–284, 286–287, 291n72; extradition issues, JS urged to come to Springfield to
INDEX

Springfield, Ill. (continued)
resolve, 277–287; JS coming to, for extradition hearings, 308–309; state capitol representatives’ hall used for church service, 333, 333n285; Tinsley Building, xxiii (illus.). See also Sangamon Co. Circuit Court, Springfield, Ill.

Spargin, Jesse, 177, 177n969
Spurgin, Lydia, 177
Spurgin, Susanna, 177
Stand. See Grove

Stansbury printing press, 270n421

Starr, Mr., 364n106

State Bank of Illinois, collapse of, 164n903, 233n201, 467n664
State Bank of Illinois, collapse of
Statham, Isaac, 440–441
Statham, Sister, 441, 441n519

Stathem, Isaac, 440–441
Stathem, Sister, 441, 441n519

Stay and appraisal laws in Illinois, 476–477, 476n717, 477n722
Stay and appraisal laws in Illinois
Stealing. See Theft
Steam mills in Nauvoo, 122, 122n697

Stearns, Mary Ann, 112n631

Stephen (biblical figure), 24
Stephens, John Lloyd, Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan (1841), 87–88, 94–95, 118–120
Stephenson, Sarah, 177
Stereo type foundry and bookbindery, printing office, Nauvoo, 264, 271–275
Stiles, George Philander, 238–239, 254, 256, 259
St. Louis, Mo., 47–48, 109n621, 513–514 (id.)
St. Louis Picket Guard (newspaper), 131–132, 132n748

Stock in Nauvoo House, 103, 103n593, 103n594, 124, 467–468, 467n666, 475
Store (JS’s store), Nauvoo, 244n270, 443n337, 444, 514 (id.), 524–525 (map)
Story, Joseph, 234n205
Stout, Hosea, id., 563; handwriting of, 442; as scribe/clerk, 174, 442, 444, 587; ward boundaries, engaged to survey, 575
Streets and alleys, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 380–382, 382n197

Strong drink. See Alcohol and alcoholism
Subpoenas: in complaints against A. Davis, 255, 257–259, 262n378, 304; constable fees and expenses for serving, Illinois state law on, 257n344, 259n338

“Sucker State,” Illinois as, 340, 340n318
Summerhays, W. Paul, 495
Sunderland, La Roy D., 32, 32n195
Supreme Court, Illinois. See Illinois State Supreme Court

Supreme Court, U.S., on copyright law, 291n74
Swanton (ship), 316, 316n213
Swedenborg, Emmanuel, 402
Syfritt, Jacob, 436

T
Tanning industry, 382, 383n199
Taxes: confusion over ownership of land belonging to S. Whitney, 54n329; gold and silver, payment of taxes, debts, and fines in, xxx, 474–477, 475–476, 475n715; Nauvoo city tax assessors/collectors, 579, 581 (chart)
Taylor, Frederick: id., 563; handwriting of, 386; legal problems with property deeds of, 387n216; meeting with JS, 387; JS receiving gift of land from, 346, 387–388
Letter: to JS, 386–388
Taylor, James, xx, 4, 134, 147n808, 152, 182, 190n1041, 195, 195n4
Taylor, John: id., 563–564; accompanying JS in hiding, 134; J. C. Bennett letter attempting to instigate new extradition order, editorial on, 328n264; British copies of Book of Mormon sold by, 43, 43n273; criminal laws, on committee to prepare, 377; dissolution of partnership with W. Woodruff, 266, 266n400; and extradition efforts against JS, 308n156; habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208; handwriting of, 262; illness of, 84n501; U. Jacob pamphlet on polygamy, printing of, 248–249; migrants from New York City addressed by, 189; as Nauvoo city councilor, 417, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 584 (chart), 586 (chart); offering prayers at church services, 368; and plural marriage, 249n296, 249n298, 250n300; and O. Pratt reinstatement at meeting of the Twelve, 351; printing office, lease/sale of, xxviii, 17, 86, 118, 155, 222, 224, 478, 483, 484n768, 497; Wasp, taking over editorship of, 263–264, 363

Temperance. See Alcohol and alcoholism
Temple: Kirtland, estimated cost of construction, 164n900

Nauvoo: id., 514; appeals by JS for funds for, xxvii; baptismal font, 5, 63n383, 99n567, 229–231; S. Bent pledging to submit funds collected for construction of, 141–143; J. Bernhisel and construction of, 70–72; books donated for construction of temple by J. A. Bennet, 82–83, 83n494; British tin for roof of, 70–71, 71n430; building committee, xxvi–xxvii, 123, 148–150, 296–298, 345, 365–367, 389, 464n630, 466n657, 576 (chart); building committee receipt for labor tithing, 230n180; building projects on hill near, 462–463, 462n637, 463n648; church members outside Nauvoo encouraged to donate time and materials to, 98–100; collection of
donations for, xxiv, 98, 98n566, 100, 124n707, 177–181, 466–468, 475; concept drawing of completed temple for map of Nauvoo, 289, 290 (illus.); cornerstone dedication, 99n567, 389, 463n643; decrease in donations, Times and Seasons editorial regarding, 123–128, 162n889; deed for temple land, from D. and E. Wells, 388–393; discourse of JS on importance of completing, 460–468; discourses of JS delivered at, xxviii; encouraging donations to building of, in time of opposition, 161; endowment in connection with, 361, 361n95; financial records of building committee, review of, 123, 148–150, 296; fixed value placed on day’s labor on building, 124n707; foundations, laying of, 463n643; grog shop near, removal of, 38tn94; labor of local Saints on building, 98, 460n625, 464n650, 466; location of site and related offices and shops, 124–125 (map); G. Miller securing lumber from Wisconsin, 400n297; misappropriation of lumber meant for, 180n992; mismanagement accusations, xxvi–xxvii, 296–298, 366; property apparently donated for construction of, 365–367; records, 576 (chart); revelation on construction of (1841), 8n35, 103n593, 118n669, 125, 227, 227n676, 298n109, 389, 461, 462n636, 576; slowing construction of, 8n35, 122n698, 345; stone and stonecutters for, 126, 126n717, 126n718; F. Taylor visiting construction site of, 149–150; temporary floor, installation and use of, xxvii, xxvii; temple building society, on forming, 251n307; temple building committee financial records, notice of, 148–150; Second Coming, JS letter to editor on visions of, 1832 vision of heaven by JS, 421–435; Quorum of the Twelve directed by revelation to take responsibility for, 499; review of Nauvoo temple committee financial records, notice of, 148–150; Second Coming, JS letter to editor on new concept drawings, 109n1036; on habeas corpus proceedings, 209n77; inaugural mayoral addresses in, 418, 418n409; jubilee songs published in, 337, 423; mammoth press used to print, 267n404; missing issue possibly due to printing office fire (Oct. 1842), 222n144; Nauvoo City Council Minute Book containing loose copy of, 496; New York Herald publishing excerpts from, 458n610; notice announcing end of JS’s editorship, 222–224, 223 (illus.), 264–265; on O. Olney, 191, 194n1064; Pearl of Great Price documents first published in, 391; plural marriage, notice of JS dissavowing pamphlet advocating, 246–250; poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS, 421–435; Quorum of the Twelve directed by revelation to take responsibility for, 499; review of Nauvoo temple committee financial records, notice of, 148–150; Second Coming, JS letter to editor on signs of, 346; subscriptions, encouraging, 40, 100–101, 101n80, 173–174; temperance society, on forming, 251n307; temple building committee, notice of JS’s support for, 295–296; J. Toner requesting copies of, 252; “Vade Mecum, (Translated,) Go With Me” (poem by W. Phelps), 347–349, 423; valedictory message of JS on editorship of, 483–490; volume editions of, 173–174, 275, 275n448; Tinsley Building, Springfield, Ill., xxiii (illus.) Tithing: access to baptismal font in temple and, 470, 470n681; appeals by JS for funds to construct Nauvoo House and temple, xxviii; J. C. Bennett, affidavits and petitions against claims of, 171n929; J. C. Bennett, “Joab” letters of, condemning Missouri attacks on Saints, 331n281; Boston Daily Bee and, 471n693; church news and business, dedicated to, 122n700, 264; on church service held in state capitol representatives’ hall, Springfield, 333n285; conference report of L. Brooks from Kirtland, OH, 202–206; contents of 1 Sept. 1842 edition, 17–18; contents of 15 Sept. 1842 edition, 86–87; contents of 1 Oct. 1842 edition, 118; contents of 15 Oct. 1842 edition, 155–156; as documentary source, 587–588; on J. Duncan, 77n464; editors of, xxviii, 17, 17n90, 84n501, 86, 118, 196, 222–224, 223 (illus.), 263, 478, 483, 484n768, 499–500; featured text transcribed from, 17–40, 84–102, 117–132, 148–150, 155–174, 202–206, 222–224, 246–250, 347–349, 421–435, 477–479, 481–490; free delivery, arranging, 100–101; on frustrations of new migrants purchasing land in Nauvoo, 189n1036; on habeas corpus proceedings, 209n77; inaugural mayoral addresses in, 418, 418n409; jubilee songs published in, 337, 423; mammoth press used to print, 267n404; missing issue possibly due to printing office fire (Oct. 1842), 222n144; Nauvoo City Council Minute Book containing loose copy of, 496; New York Herald publishing excerpts from, 458n610; notice announcing end of JS’s editorship, 222–224, 223 (illus.), 264–265; on O. Olney, 191, 194n1064; Pearl of Great Price documents first published in, 391; plural marriage, notice of JS dissavowing pamphlet advocating, 246–250; poetic adaptation of 1832 vision of heaven by JS, 421–435; Quorum of the Twelve directed by revelation to take responsibility for, 499; review of Nauvoo temple committee financial records, notice of, 148–150; Second Coming, JS letter to editor on signs of, 346; subscriptions, encouraging, 40, 100–101, 101n80, 173–174; temperance society, on forming, 251n307; temple building committee, notice of JS’s support for, 295–296; J. Toner requesting copies of, 252; “Vade Mecum, (Translated,) Go With Me” (poem by W. Phelps), 347–349, 423; valedictory message of JS on editorship of, 483–490; volume editions of, 173–174, 275, 275n448; Tinsley Building, Springfield, Ill., xxiii (illus.) Tithing: access to baptismal font in temple and, 222–230; Andover, Ohio, tithing donations from, 225, 228–229; Book of the Law of the Lord, payments listed in, 142n788; building committee receipt for labor tithing, 230n180;
Tithing (continued)
difficulties collecting, 225–226; financial records of temple building committee, review of, 123, 148–150; of labor to construct temple, 124–125, 125n716, 230
Titus, Martin, 118
Toleration, religious. See Religious liberty and toleration
Toltecs, description of traditions of, 94–95
Tompkins, John, 44n280
Toner, James: handwriting of, 250
Letter: to JS, 250–252
Tower of Babel, 94
Trash, Nauvoo city ordinance on disposal of, 381–383
Travel: cabin passage from Nauvoo to Boston, 472, 472n699; over Rocky Mountains, 164n904
Treason: J. C. Bennett accusing JS and church of, 15n76; indictments against JS and others for (1839 and 1843), 329n272, 330n273, 358, 358n69, 485, 485n773
Trees lining streets, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 380
Trinity and trinitarianism, 102, 369n132
Trumbull, Lyman, 308, 564 (id.)
Trustee or fiduciary debts, bankruptcy on, 234n205
Turley, Theodore, 378n187, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)
Turner, Jonathan, *Mormonism in All Ages* (1842), 32
Turner, Nat, 354
Tuttle, Elanson, 364n107
Tuttle, Smith, 231, 300n119
Tyler, Susan, 229
Type sizes, 265n398
Underhill, Abel, 585 (chart)
Unfinished Business, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 417, 417n403
Union branch of church at Golden’s Point, Ill., 174–177
Unitarians, 77n464, 101–102, 372n158
United Kingdom. See England; Scotland
United States: J. C. Bennett accusing JS and church of treason against, 15n76; cost of goods in, compared with costs in England, 103, 103n930; Declaration of Independence, church members citing/referencing, 261n140, 89; disinterested public servant, American ideal of, 375, 375n172; habeas corpus, federal jurisdiction for, 218n112; habeas corpus, in U.S. Constitution, 207; House Committee on Elections, S. Pratt testifying before (1874), 310n34; Nauvoo high council bond covering JS’s bankruptcy debt to federal government, 332n282; Oregon country, English, Russian, and U.S. disputes over, 165, 165n905; persecution of church not consistent with liberties and values of, 75, 79–82; proposal of JS for himself, Quorum of the Twelve, and H. Smith to preach throughout, 350, 351n37; religious liberty as among first grounds for establishment of, 90; religious revivalism in, 468n669; states and territories, 518 (map), 528 (map); Supreme Court, U.S., on copyright law, 291n74. See also Constitution, U.S.; Post Office
Universalists, 372n158
University of City of Nauvoo, honorary degree for J. G. Bennett, 458, 458n607
Unruly behavior, Nauvoo city ordinances addressing, xxix, 376–385
Upper stone house, Nauvoo, Ill., 467–468, 467n666

V
Vagrancy and disorderly behavior, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 236–237, 239, 242, 253n314, 255n328, 257n340
Van Buren, Martin (president of U.S.), 96n560
Van Natta, James, 228
Victoria (queen of England), copy of Book of Mormon presented to, 77n466, 136, 138, 139 (illus.)
Violence. See Fighting and violence
Virgil, 456n599
Visions. See under Gifts of the Spirit

W
Walker, George, 399, 495
Walker, Lorin, 308n156
Walker, William, 253
Walsh, John C., 299–301, 398–401, 407n342
Walter, M. B., 177
Walton, Hannah, 177
Walton, Isaac, 177
Walworth, Reuben H., 186, 186n105
Ward, Thomas: id., 364; account and pay order witnessed by, 102–103, 105; as clerk for P. Pratt, 109; on collection of donations for temple in England, 178; on failure of J. Wardrop to return money before migrating to Nauvoo, 109–110; handwriting of, 102, 108, 177; *Millennial Star* edited by, 105n600, 109; postscript added to letter to JS from H. Clark by, 177–181; presidency of church in Europe, 178, 181n998, 317n214, 578 (chart); signature of, 177
Letters: to “Authorities of the Church of Jesus Christ” (including JS), 108–110; to First Presidency, recommending Lorenzo Snow, 315–317
Warder (Irish newspaper), 118
INDEX

Wardrop, John, 109–110, 109n612, 110n612, 564–565 (id.)

Wardrop, Lucy, 110n622

Warner, Charles, 581 (chart), 582 (chart)

Warrants: for arrest of A. Davis, in I. Miles slander complaint, 255–257; T. Carlin’s arrest efforts against JS, xx–xxi, 3–5, 72–73, 72n432, 72n437, 79n479, 159n868; constable fees and expenses for serving, Illinois state law on, 257n344; home of JS and ES searched by officials without, 80, 80n483; Nauvoo Municipal Court habeas corpus writs on JS arrest warrant, xx, 72n437, 73, 73n439, 79n479; required to be supported by oath or affirmation, 315n204; to search home of H. S. Kimball for patriarchal blessing book, 397, 397n277

Warren, Calvin Averill, 283, 400, 565 (id.)

Warren, Charles A., 198n26

Warren, Joseph, 167, 167n911

Warrington, Benjamin, 417, 565 (id.), 581 (chart), 585 (chart)

Warsaw, Ill., 364, 364n108

Warsaw (Ill.) Signal, 81n488, 189n1036, 364n108, 487n779, 588

Washington, D.C., 96n560, 401n302, 402n307, 515 (id.)

Washington, George (president of U.S.), 167

Washingtonians, 251

The Wasp: G. Bachman advertising legal services in, 534n51; J. C. Bennett, affidavits and petitions against claims of, 171n929; J. G. Bennett and, 116, 116n655; as documentary source, 588; enlargement and renaming as Nauvoo Neighbor, 267n403; free delivery, arranging, 100–101; imperial sheet, printed on, 268n409; inaugural mayoral addresses in, 418; jubilee songs in, 317, 337n303; Keokuk, Iowa Territory, consideration of moving press to, 264n387; Nauvoo city habeas corpus ordinance published in, 210; New York Herald publishing excerpts from, 458n610; ordinances to regulate unruly behavior published by, 377; probably owned by JS, 264; proclamation of Quorum of the Twelve on dismissal of charges against JS in, 318; G. Robinson on editorship of, 264n387; secular matters, dedicated to, 122n700, 263–264; JS letter to editor of, 363–365; W. Smith as editor of, 248–249, 249n296, 263; subscriptions, encouraging, 100–101; J. Taylor and W. Woodruff as editors of, 263, 264n387, 365

Watches, donated for building of temple, 127, 127n121

Watkins, James, 180n993

Wayne, Anthony, 167, 167n912

Ways and Means, Committee of (Nauvoo City Council), 416, 416n397

Wedding anniversary banquet. See Banquet, for wedding anniversary and legal victory

Weeks, William, 289

Weld, John Fuller, 586 (chart)

Wells, Daniel Hamer: id., 565; building projects on hill near temple, 462–463, 462n637; church membership of, 389n226; complaint of JS against A. Davis, 241–243; complaint of JS against T. Hunter, 238–240; criminal laws, on committee to prepare, 377; deed for temple land, 366, 388–393; habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208; as Nauvoo city councilor, 416–417; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart), 581 (chart)

Wells, Eliza Rebecca Robison, 366, 388–393, 389n226, 565 (id.)

Wentworth, John, 591

Wesley, John, 404n327

West, George Montgomery, 18, 18n92

Wharton, William, 439, 441, 441n527

Wheat, Mr., 364n106

Wheatley, Sir Henry, 138, 138n771, 138n772, 139 (illus.)

Wheeler, Phebe Bartholomew, 577 (chart)

Whigs, 77n464

White, Sybella Lehman McMinn Armstrong. See Armstrong, Sybella Lehman McMinn

Whitehead, James, 149, 184

Whitmarsh, William, 586 (chart)

Whitmer, David, 66n398

Whitmer, Peter, Sr., 67

Whitney, Elizabeth Ann Smith, 577 (chart)

Whitney, Mary Jane, 108, 141, 225, 231, 299, 326, 398

Whitney, Newel Kimball: id., 566; as bishop, 575 (chart); and deed of land for S. Whitney, 53–54, 56; documents kept by, 108, 141, 224, 299, 326, 398; inventory and appraisal of printing office, 265, 273 (illus.); map of Nauvoo and, 292; and I. Miles’s slander complaint against A. Davis, 255n320; as Nauvoo Municipal Court officer, 580 (chart); payments on C. Robison bond, 184; properties and residences, 524–525 (map); O. P. Rockwell letter addressed to, 245; JS in hiding with, xx, 3, 6, 47, 57n350; and JS’s complaint against T. Hunter, 239n229; temple building committee financial records, review of, 148; as trustee-in-trust after death of JS, 184, 184n1006

Whitney, Sarah Ann: id., 547; deed for property in Nauvoo, 53–56; married to J. Kingsbury by JS, 54n353; as plural wife of JS, 54, 54n353; properties and residences, 524–525 (map)

Whitney, Thomas R., 132, 132n748

Wight, Lyman: id., 366–367; in Andover, Ohio, 226n159, 227n168, 228; J. C. Bennett allegations
Wight, Lyman (continued)
refuted by, 204n51; J. C. Bennett attempting to instigate new extradition of, 329; disaffected Saints, appeals to, 205n53; in Kirtland on way to mission in Centiliter, N.Y., 202–203, 205–206; Missouri charges of treason and other offenses against (1838), 329n272, 358, 358n69; as Nauvoo city councilor, 580 (chart); in Nauvoo House Association, 577 (chart); Nauvoo House stock sold by, 103n593; in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); in Quorum of the Twelve, 572 (chart)
Williams, Alexander, 177, 177n968
Williams, Frances, 177
Williams, John Wilson, 388, 390–391, 567 (id.)
Williams, Wiley C., 92, 92n540
Willock, David, 93, 93n542
Wilson, Lewis Dunbar, 444, 444, 444, 444 (chart)
Wilson, Moses Greer, 388, 388, 388, 388 (id.)
Wilson, William, 204, 204n48
Winchester, Benjamin: concordance published by, 86; E. Nicholson and, 438–439, 438n510; Philadelphia branch, divided leadership of, 436–442; preaching in Salem, Mass., 171n933; predicting collapse of church, 442
Wisconsin Territory, 400n297
Women: blamed for sexual misconduct, 322n237, 352–353, 352n40; extradition hearings against JS, attending hearings on, 341, 341n322; ownership of land by, 53; violence against, 464, 464n651. See also Divorce; Female Relief Society of Nauvoo; Marriage; Plural Marriage
Wood, David, 332n284
Wood, Wilford C., 184, 301
Woodbury, Thomas, 441, 441n528
Woodruff, Phœbe Carter, 125n716
Woodruff, Wilford: id., 568; addresses meeting to advance construction of Nauvoo House and temple, 460–462; in Nauvoo House Association, 577 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 585 (chart); as “Pagan Prophet,” 462, 462n634
Woolley, Edwin, 46–47, 74n446
Work, Alanson, 129, 129n735, 130n736
von Wymetal, Wilhelm Ritter, 352n41
Wyrick, George, 585 (chart)
Young, Brigham: id., 568–569; arrival and stay in Britain, 112n631; on British publication of Book of Mormon, 42n260, 44n280; on J. Cowan’s feigned interest in church, 412, 412n370; documents in office of, 41, 188; habeas corpus writs, Nauvoo city ordinance on, 208; letters to editor of Times and Seasons from, 86; on A. Lyman’s admission to Quorum of the Twelve, 351n39; map of Nauvoo and, 291–292, 292n75, 292n78; as Nauvoo city councilor, 417, 580 (chart), 581 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 586 (chart); on overland travel to Oregon country, 164n904; plural marriages performed by, 151, 249n298; on poverty in England, 111n627; and O. Pratt reinstatement at meeting of the Twelve, 351–352, 351n39, 352n40; as president of church in Europe, 135; properties and residences, 350–351, 506 (id.), 524–525 (map); in Quorum of the Twelve, 351, 572 (chart); return from England, 42; Shokokon, Ill., settlement proposal and, 135, 136; Lorenzo Snow reporting on missionary efforts to, 135–136; W. Somerville, letter of recommendation for, 104n47, 104n51; Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, copies of Book of Mormon intended for, 138, 138n771, 139 (illus.)
Letters: to JS, 84–85; from P. Pratt, 41–45
Young, Joseph, 573 (chart), 586 (chart)
Young, Mary Ann Angell, 111n627
Young, Richard M.: id., 569; E. Higbee and, 400n299; Missouri losses, assistance with re-
dress sought for, 401n302; petition to remove S. Rigdon as postmaster and, 198n26, 399–401, 420; selling land to JS as agent for J. Walsh, 299–301, 398–401

Letters: from JS, 298–301, 397–401
Youngs, Delia, 323n242
Youngs, John, 203n42

Z
Zachariah/Zacharias (father of John the Baptist), 24, 358–359, 359n77, 359n78, 370
Zarahemla (Book of Mormon place), 118–120, 172n938
Zechariah/Zecharias (biblical figure), 23, 161, 489
Zion’s Camp (Camp of Israel expedition), 20n102
Zion’s Watchman, 32n195